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INTRODUCTION



Many authors have written about the power of narratives, its 
organizing and reflective role.

Jerome Bruner states that narratives “are a version of reality.” 
When we write we reflect on this writing not only the lived 
reality, but also the interpretation and reflection that we make 
about this same reality.

The act of writing, however, is a solitary and difficult one, but a 
promoter of change. Making writing a habit can not only help 
change behaviour, distance ourselves from daily routine, but 
also question our practices and evaluate our actions.

This e-book presents ten narratives, which document the 
work developed by the different teachers of the project. These 
narratives present examples of the collaborative process lived 
among the various teams of Preschool teacher, English and 
Music teachers. They also illustrate the way children participate 
and assess all the experiences. These narratives show the 
voice of children, not only throughout the development of the 
activity itself, but also during planning time, expressing clearly 
what they want to learn, what activities they want to promote 
and how they want to set them up. By giving voice to children’s 
opinions, we set up an environment of trust and participation, 
where we all learn. And it is part of the learning process that 
we want to share with the reader. These narratives show how 
Preschool teachers and English teachers promote a second 
language learning in preschool education, throughout all daily 
routines of preschool life. From carpet time, to snack time, 
going to the toilet or even going on field trips, they are all 
excellent learning opportunities for promoting the acquisition 
of English.INTRODUCTION



Narrative 1

BEING A FRIEND IS…
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: ISABEL CLAUDINO, 

MARTA PIRES, CARLA ROCHA, ALEXANDRA 
NUNES E RICARDO MIGUEL 

AUTHORS: MARTA PIRES E  
ALEXANDRA NUNES 

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

The project began when the Montargil 
Cultural Centre was inaugurated.  
Children received the visit of the artist 
“Mégot”, this way rising their interest in 
painting. After he explained what motivated 
him and what led him to paint with white, 
black and red, he gave children the chance 
to be the artists and to experiment through 
the painting of a stone, following patterns 
and trends. 

The ART experience desire returned after 
the reading of the book “Ser amigo é...” by 
Ana Luísa Carapinheiro. One of the children 
suggested painting a heart that symbolized 
love, friendship and caring. This time the 
inspiration was based in another artist, 
Romero Britto 
(https://g.co/kgs/Nh8Jpb), who had already 
been worked by the Preschool teacher.
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a) What we think we know…

BOOK 
COVER 
EXPLORATION

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Teacher: “What do you see?”

Lara e Pedro: “Meninos.”

Teacher: “What?”

Benedita: “A girl…”

Maria Rita: “A boy…”

Luis: “Dois…dois boys!”

Teacher: “Two? Let’s count the boys!”

Todos: “One, Two, three.”

Teacher: “And girls?”

Todos: “Two…são duas girls.”

Teacher: “Yes, two girls. And how many 
children? Let’s count…”

Todos: “One, two, three, four, five…!”

Teacher: “Ok… and what are they 
wearing? Look at the girl, what’s this?”

Leonor: “Um vestido.”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: What do you see?

L P: Children

T: What?

B: A girl…

M: A boy…

L: two…two boys!

T: Two? Let’s count the boys!

C: One, Two, three.

T: And girls?

C: Two… two girls.

T: Yes, two girls. And how many children? 
Let’s count…

C: One, two, three, four, five…!

T: Ok… and what are they wearing? Look 
at the girl, what’s this?

L: A dress.
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After registering the ideas (brain storming), 
the conditions to begin the exploration of 
the book: “Ser amigo é ...”, by Ana Luísa 
Carapinheiro were created.

After the reading of the story, we played 
the web game where we orally explored the 
concept of “best friend”, through spatial 
orientation and attention/concentration, 
and we asked children to verbalize the 
emotions related to it.

Teacher: “Yes, it’s a dress. What colour 
is it?”

Afonso: “Orange.”

Teacher: “Yes, it’s an orange dress… And 
the boy? What is he wearing?”

Leonor: “Calções e camisola…”

Benedita: “Blue e Brown.”

Teacher: “Very well, brown shorts and a 
blue t-shirt. And look, they are playing 
together, they are friends!”

Educadora: “São amigos…O titulo deste 
livro é: “Ser amigo é…”. O que é ser 
amigo?”

Benedita: “Ser amigo é dar as mãos.”

Luís: “Ser amigo é jogar à bola.”

Lara: “Ser amigo é brincar contigo.”

Maria Leonor: “Ser amigo é gostar da 
roupa do amigo.”

Ana: “Ser amigo é ajudar a Belinha…”

Matilde: “Ser amigo é brincar na casinha.”

Maria Rita: “Ser amigo é dar beijinhos e 
abraços.”

Francisco: “Ser amigo é não brigar…”

Rafaela: “Ser amigo é ir à rua e brincar 
com todos.”

T: Yes, it’s a dress. What colour is it?

A: Orange.

T: Yes, it’s an orange dress… And the 
boy? What is he wearing?

L: Shorts and sweater…

B: Blue and Brown.

T: Very well, brown shorts and a blue 
t-shirt. And look, they are playing 
together, they are friends!

PT: They’re friends… the title of this book 
is: “Being a friend is…”. What is being a 
friend?”

B: Being friends is holding hands.

L: Being friends is playing football.

L: Being friends is playing with you.

ML: Being friends is… to like our friend’s 
clothes.

A: Being friends is helping Belinha ...

M: Being friends is playing in the “house”.

MR: Being friends is giving kisses and 
hugs.

F: Being friends is not fighting ...

R: Being friends is going outside and 
playing with everyone.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Teacher: “Who is your best friend?”

Benedita: “Maria Leonor e Maria Rita.”

Teacher: “Why?”

Benedita: “A Maria Leonor porque gosto 
das roupas dela.”

Teacher: “Do you like her clothes? 
Uauuu!!! And Maria Rita?”

Benedita: “Gosto de jogar e brincar com 
ela.”

Teacher: “Ok, you like to play with her 
and her toys.”

Benedita: “Yes!”

Educadora: “Escolhe um amigo e atira o 
novelo.”

Teacher: “Who is you best friend?”

Educadora: “Quem é o teu melhor amigo?”

Afonso: “O Luís e o Salvador.”

Educadora: “Porquê?”

Afonso: “Porque o meu coração diz que ele 
quer brincar com os meus brinquedos.”

Teacher: “Uauuu!! Your heart says he 
wants to play with your toys. Amazing! 
And about Salvador? Why is he your 
best friend?”

Afonso: “Porque gosto de fazer jogos 
divertidos com ele e jogos na mesa.”

Teacher: “Ok, you like to play fun games 
and table games.”

Teacher: “Who is your best friend?”

Ana: “A Lara porque é bonita e muito 
pequenina e eu gosto de tomar conta dela.”

Teacher: “Oh, you think Lara is beautiful and 
small and you like to take care of her. Uau!!! 
Salvador, who is your best friend?”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: Who is your best friend?

B: Maria Leonor and Maria Rita.

T: Why?

B: Maria Leonor because I like her 
clothes.

T: Do you like her clothes? Uauuu!!! And 
Maria Rita?

B: I like to play with her.

T: Ok, you like to play with her and her 
toys.

B: Yes!

PT: Choose a friend and throw the wool 
ball.

T: Who is you best friend?

PT: Who is your best friend?

A: Luís and Salvador.

PT: Why?

A: Because my heart was telling me that 
he wants to play with my toys.

T: Uauuu!! Your heart says he wants to 
play with your toys. Amazing! And what 
about Salvador? Why is he your best 
friend?

A: Because I like to play games with him.

T: Ok, you like to play fun games and 
table games.

T: Who is your best friend?

A: Lara because she’s pretty and very 
small.

T: Oh, you think Lara is beautiful and 
small and you like to take care of her. 
Uau!!! Salvador, who is your best friend?
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Salvador: “O Francisco, eu gosto das 
roupas dele e dos brinquedos. Ele é bom 
para mim.”

Teacher: “So, you like his clothes and his toys.”

Salvador: “Sim… yes!!”

Teacher: “Who is your best friend, Pedro?”

Pedro: “O António.”

Teacher: “Why?”

Pedro: “Porque gosto de brincar com ele.“

Teacher: “So, you like to play with António.”

Pedro: “E a Matilde. É a minha amiga do 
coração e gosto dos laços dela.”

Teacher: “Uau! Matilde is your friend from 
the heart, and you like her hair ties.”

Educadora: “E tu Matilde, quem é o teu 
melhor amigo ou amiga?”

Matilde: “A Leonor, gosto de brincar com ela 
e das roupas dela.”

Teacher: “You like to play with her and her 
clothes. Very well!”

Matilde: “E a Márcia. Ela brinca muito comigo 
na casinha das bonecas.”

Educadora: “Quem é a tua melhor amiga 
Leonor?”

Leonor: “Eu gosto de brincar com a Lara.”

Teacher: “Lara is your best friend.”

Teacher: “Who is your best friend Luis?”

Luís: “O Francisco. Eu gosto dos carros dele 
e das camisolas.”

Teacher: “You like his cars and his sweaters.”

Educadora: “Rafaela, quem é o teu melhor 
friend?”

Rafaela: “A Maria Rita é minha amiga e 
brinca bem.”

Educadora: “Quem é o teu melhor amigo 
Maria Leonor?”

Maria Leonor: “A Beni, eu gosto dela e conto 
coisas dela aos meus pais… e gosto da Maria 
Rita também.”

S: Francisco, I like his clothes and toys. 
He’s good for me.

T: So, you like his clothes and his toys.

S: Yes… yes!!

T: Who is your best friend, Pedro?

P: António.

T: Why?

P: Because I like to play with him.

T: So, you like to play with António.

P: And Matilde. She’s my friend and I like 
her hair bows.

T: Uau! Matilde is your friend from the 
heart, and you like her hair bows.

PT: And you Matilde, who is your best 
friend?

M: Leonor. I like to play with her and I like 
her clothes.

T: You like to play with her and her 
clothes. Very well!

M: And Márcia. We play a lot in the “doll’s 
house”.

PT: Who is you best friend Leonor?

L: I like to play with Lara.

T: Lara is your best friend.

T: “Who is your best friend Luis?

L: Francisco. I like his cars and sweaters.

T: You like his cars and his sweaters.

PT: Rafaela, who is your best friend?

R: Maria Rita is my friend and she plays 
very well.

PT: Who is your best friend Maria Leonor?

ML: Beni, I like her and I tell things to my 
parents about her… I like Maria Rita too.

T: Why?
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This way we introduced new words and expressions.

2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · Knowledge of the world

 · Expression and Communication:

 - Oral language (English and Portuguese);
 - Maths;
 - Art education: Music and art.

Teacher: “Why?”

Maria Leonor: “Ela estava na minha sala, mas 
eu era mais pequena.”

Teacher: “Maria Rita, who is your best friend?”

Maria Rita: “A Beni, eu gosto dela, ela pinta 
melhor que eu, damos abraços e fazemos as 
promessas com o dedinho. E a Maria Leonor 
também. Quando eu não brinco com ela 
sinto-me triste porque estou a brincar com 
a Beni, mas isso também é amizade…eu 
estou a pensar em ti.”

Teacher: “Who is your best friend?”

Francisco: “António. Eu gosto de jogar 
futebol com ele.”

Teacher: “You like to play football with 
António. Right!”

Educadora: “E quem é o teu melhor amigo 
ou amiga, António?” 

António: “A Rafaela, gosto de brincar com 
os animais com ela.”

Teacher: “With animals?”

António: “Sim, e com o pedro também. 
Brincamos com os carrinhos.”

ML: She was in my class when I was a 
baby.

T: Maria Rita, who is your best friend?

MR: Beni, I like her, she paints better 
than me, we give hugs and we make 
promises. And Maria Leonor too. I feel 
sad when I don’t play with her.

T: Who is your best friend?

F: António. I like to play football with 
him.

T: You like to play football with António. 
Right!

PT: Who is your best friend, António?

A: Rafaela, I like to play with her and the 
animals.

T: With animals?

A: Yes, and with Pedro too. We play with 
the cars.
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3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Stimulate the development of English in a playful and informal way;

 · Explore techniques of plastic expression and promote transversality for other areas;

 · Promote creativity;

 · Promote communication skills;

 · To emphasize the importance of interactions and relationships;

 · Contribute to the understanding of the perspective of the other, giving and respecting 
the opinions of each one;

 · Recognize and value bonds of social and cultural belonging;

 · Identify and describe the sounds you hear about their rhythmic and melodic 
characteristics;

 · To value music as a factor of social and cultural identity;

 · Contemplating the interconnection of listening, interpretation and musical creation.

4) WHAT DO WE WANT TO DO

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Todos: “Um desenho.”

Educadora: “Um desenho?”

Benedita: “Sim, um desenho do melhor amigo.”

Maria Rita: “Os amigos dentro de um coração.”

Teacher: “Great idea… a heart and a friend… 
But in a heart, why?”

Benedita: “Porque é onde guardamos os 
amigos.”

Maria Rita: “Porque gostamos deles…”

Educadora: “Ok, podemos desenhar os 
amigos num coração. Onde?”

Salvador: “Numa pedra.”

Educadora: “Desenhamos os amigos numa 
pedra como fizemos com o artista Mégot?”

Rafaela: “Não!! As pedras são pequeninas…”

Teacher: “Yes, they are very small and we 
have a bigggggg heart, isn´t it?”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: A drawing.

PT: A drawing?”

B: Yes, a best friend drawing.

MR: Friends inside a heart.

T: Great idea ... a heart and a friend ... But 
in a heart, why?

B: Because it’s where we keep our 
friends.

MR: Because we like them ...

PT: Okay, we can draw the friends in a 
heart. But where?

S: On a stone.

PT: On a stone as we did with the artist 
Mégot?

R: No!! The stones are tiny ...

T: Yes, they are very small and we have a 
bigggggg heart, isn’t it?
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Francisco: “Pois, fazemos numa folha 
grande.”

Educadora: “E na folha branca desenhamos 
apenas um coração e o melhor amigo?”

Leonor: “Não! Fazemos os desenhos das 
pedras…”

Educadora: “O desenho igual ao das pedras?”

Benedita: “Não! Podemos fazer com outras 
cores e desenhos.”

Teacher: “What colour would you like to use?”

Maria e Benedita: “Pink!”

Outros: “Red.”

Teacher: “Ok, we can use these 2 colours, 
pink and red. Great idea, colours of love.”

Educadora: “Para além do Mégot, já 
trabalhámos outro artista…”

Maria Rita: “Aquele das maçãs, professora. 
Que tens as fotos no computador.”

Educadora: “Boa ideia! Lembram-
se do nome desse artista?” 
(Sem resposta) e a Educadora ajuda… 
“Romero Britto.”

F: Well, we can draw it on a big paper 
sheet.

PT: Did we draw only one heart and the 
best friend on the white sheet?

L: No! We can draw as we did on the 
stones ...

PT: “The same drawing?

B: No! We can do it with other colours 
and designs.

T: What colour would you like to use?

M and B: Pink!

O: Red.

T: Okay, we can use these 2 colours, pink 
and red. Great idea, colours of love.

PT: We have already worked another 
artist, not only Mégot...

MR: That one of the apples, teacher. You 
have the photos on your computer.

PT: Good idea! Do you remember 
the name of this artist? 
(No answer) and the 
Preschool Teacher helps: 
Romero Britto.
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Children were motivated with the activity and suggested singing songs about friends, 
friendship, love, hugs and affection. “Working the lyrics of songs relates Music to the 
development of language, which involves understanding the meaning of what is said, taking 
advantage of rhymes to discriminate sounds, explore the playfulness of words and create 
variations of the original lyrics. Also, oral language, used expressively and rhythmically, can 
be considered a form of musical development “(in OCEPE).

They sang some songs they knew, others presented by the teachers or even resulting from 
research on the internet.

After this activity and researching, children spoke about their best friends and the 
song of the hugs and they felt the need of physical contact, giving hugs to each other.  
Then, came the idea to make a song with their ideas/ opinions from the brainstorming.

EU TENHO UM AMIGO 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0idTRphFH64

CANÇÃO DOS MIMINHOS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lj7rOedaWmE

ABRAÇOS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZPh2XOL1Ag

MY FRIENDS (INGLÊS) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVCKj0T9-gc

FRIENDS 123 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaITh9NEQ38

ADIVINHA O QUANTO GOSTO DE TI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbdYHbfNseA
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Amor é
Dar abraços para acalmar.
É dar beijinhos com carinho e 
sonhar.
Amor é
Não brigar, é ser amigo.
É ir à rua e brincar contigo.

Refrão
Vou cantar com amor
Vou ser encantador
Cantar a melodia
Com muita alegria… A sorrir!
A sorrir!!!

I will sing from the heart
I will not fall apart
All the time spent with you
Makes me say I love you
I love you.

Original song 
Montargil Preschool classroom 

Then, the activities were flowing richer and richer. The 
computer with internet access was a good working 
tool, allowing us to follow the ideas and suggestions 
of the children, researching for songs and stories 
related to this theme, as well as in the retelling of the 
story: “Being a friend is ...” in English. We talked about 
it and someone suggested some challenges such as: 
identification of the races and different cultures that 
will be explored in the short term. 

AMOR
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5) WHAT WE LEARN

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Maria Rita: “O artista Mégot só pinta com 
três cores…vermelho, preto e branco!”

Benedita: “Gostei de pintar as pedras e ir 
levá-las à Patrícia e ao meu pai ao centro 
cultural!”

Leonor: “É bom dar abracinhos!”

Lourenço: “Acalma!”

Lara: “Gosto de cantar a musica que a Xana 
escreveu no papel”.

Luís: “Mas a Xana escreveu o que nós 
dissemos na chuva de ideias!”

Maria: “Por isso é a nossa musica”

Pedro: “Gosto do professor Ricardo a tocar 
a nossa musica.”

Matilde: “Aprendemos muitas palavras em 
Inglês”

Rafaela: “Palavras? Não… uma história 
inteira que a teacher tinha também o livro 
dos amigos”.

Ana: “Os Amigos guardam-se no coração!”

Márcia: “Numa folha grande!”

Salvador: “Gostei de dizer quem é o meu 
melhor amigo!”

Francisco: “Amigo é ´friend´!”

António: “Gostei do jogo da lã…  
fizemos uma teia!”

Benedita: “O vermelho e o rosa são as cores 
do amor!”

Maria Rita: “Porque nós as escolhemos!”

Leonor: “Pintámos à volta do coração 
diferente das pedras!”

Luís: “É outro artista!”

Benedita: “Os artistas pintam diferente!”

Ana: “Nós é que escolhemos com o que 
pintávamos!”

Maria Leonor: “Gostei de fazer o que a 
musica mandava…dar abracinhos!”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

MR: The artist Mégot only paints with 
three colours ... red, black and white!

B: I enjoyed painting the stones and 
taking them to Patricia and my father to 
the Cultural Centre!

L: It’s good to give hugs!

L: It calms down!

L: I like to sing the music Xana wrote on 
a paper.

L: But Xana wrote what we said in the 
brainstorm!

M: That’s why it’s our music.

P: I like to listen to teacher Ricardo 
playing our music.

M: We learned many words in English”

R: Words? No ... a whole story.  
The teacher had the book of  
friends.

A: Friends are in your heart!

M: On a big paper sheet!

S: I liked saying who my best  
friend is!

F: Friend is “friend”!

A: I liked the game with wool ...  
we made a cobweb!

B: Red and pink are the colours  
of love!

MR: Because we chose them!

L: We painted around the heart but 
different from the stones!

L: It’s another artist!

B: Artists paint differently!

A: We chose what we  
painted!

ML: I liked to do what the music said ... 
give hugs!
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Throughout the history/ book and its exploration, children had acquired new vocabulary. 
It was possible to develop cultural aspects such as: awareness of other cultures, the 
importance of friendship, affection and emotions.

This book allowed them to know and think about the importance of this type of social 
relationship as well as ways of expressing feelings in preschool.



Narrative 2

US AND OUR BODY
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: MARIA EMÍLIA  
CARREIRAS, VERA RODRIGUES E  

RICARDO MIGUEL 

AUTHOR: VERA RODRIGUES

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

When we talk about the Self, Family, 
Body, Personal Hygiene and Food at the 
beginning of the school year, we carry out 
various activities in which we explore these 
subjects by associating them with art. 

In one of the activities carried out, we 
asked for parents’ collaboration, in which 
they had to describe their children through 
their acrostic name.
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After collecting all the acrostics, during circle time, the Preschool teacher read what each 
parent had written and, with the English teacher, Children learnt a song - I am special.
Then we talked about Family. The Preschool teacher registered, through a brainstorming 
activity and a game of words and phrases, what the children thought about their family.

Following this line of work, the Preschool teacher asked children how they would like to 
draw their family members. She also questioned how they could do it, and what materials 
they could use. Some children enthusiastically answered that they could draw the family 
with pens and pencils, others with paint.

At the end, several activities were made: drawings with coloured pencils and markers 
and some paintings. Some children made their handprint with paint, representing each 
member of the family. In this process the English teacher was helping children in their 
several activities, communicating with them in English.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Educadora: “Como podem representar 
a vossa família?”

Criança 1: “Com lápis.”

C2: “…e canetas também…”

C3: “Ó professora, podemos usar as 
tintas e as folhas de papel grandes…”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: “How can you represent your family?”

Child 1: “With pencils.”

C2: “…and markers too…”

C3: “We can use paint and the big paper 
sheets …”
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After representing the family members, our guiding line led us to the human body. Then 
the Preschool teacher told the adapted story “O corpo humano é uma casa!” (“The human 
body is a house”). Through this story children observed the human body, outside and 
inside, as well as the how to take care of their personal hygiene and food.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Teacher: What colour do you want for 
Mummy?

Child 1: Amarelo… Yellow.

T: And which hand? Left or right?

C1: This one teacher (shows right hand)

T: Your right hand.

C1: Right hand.
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We talked about how to take care of our body’s personal hygiene and the several objects 
we can use to do so. With the English teacher, it was explored vocabulary related to the 
subject through a guessing game and the song This is the way.

Next, we talked about healthy food and the 
children performed counting activities with 
several items of food. In these activities 
the children had to relate the graphical 
representation of the number and its 
quantitative representation in objects, in 
this case real food.
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2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation;

 · World knowledge;

 · Science approach;

 · Expression and Communication: oral language domain (Portuguese and English);

 · Mathematics domain;

 · Artistic education domain: Music and Arts.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Encourage children to take a more active role in their learning;

 · Promote interaction and collaborative work in the group;

 · Promote opportunities for structuring scientific thinking;

 · Develop autonomy and the ability of choosing and making decisions;

 · Promote creativity;

 · Provide the opportunity of exploring and using different kind of materials;

 · Promote the learning of the parts of the human body and some of its organs;

 · Develop the concept of number and quantity and learn to count in English;

 · Promote moments for the development of the English language in a playful and 
spontaneous way;

 · Improve English vocabulary;

 · Explore techniques of arts: painting, drawing, cutting, collage.

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

Now the challenge was to represent the human body from the outside to the inside. For 
that several activities were developed and different techniques used.

In one of the activities, children represented the main parts of the human body through 
geometric figures and labelled it in Portuguese and English.

During circle time, we explored shapes and which could be used to represent each part of 
the human body.
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To better learn the body parts in English children also heard 
and sang songs related to the human body - Head and 
Shoulders and One Little Finger.

Children then went to the tables and with the help of the 
adults (Preschool teacher, English teacher, Assistant) they set 
up the human body with the different shapes.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed: “Que figuras geométricas conhecemos?”

Cs: “Círculo… quadrado… retângulo… 
triângulo…” 

Ed: “Já não me lembro como dizemos 
isso em inglês. Vocês lembram-se?”

C1: “Pedimos ajuda à teacher…” 

…

T: “Ok. Circle… square… rectangle… 
triangle. Can you repeat it with me, 
please? Circle…” (recorrendo ao jogo 
das formas presente na sala as crianças 
repetem o vocabulário com a professora 
de inglês) 

Cs: “Circle.”

T: “What colour is the circle?”

Cs: “Blue.”

T: “It’s a blue circle.”

Cs: “It’s a blue circle.”

…

Ed: “Que figura geométrica podemos 
usar para representar a cabeça?”

C1: “O círculo.”

Ed: “Sim. E o retângulo podemos usá-lo 
para os braços?”

Cs: “Sim.”

C2: “E para as pernas.”

…

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

PT: “What shapes do we know?” 

C: “Circle… square… rectangle… triangle…” 

Pt: “I can’t remember how to say that in 
English. Can you?”

C1: “We can ask our teacher for help…”

… 

T: “Ok. Circle… square… rectangle… 
triangle. Can you repeat it with me, 
please? Circle…” (using the game with 
a set of shapes children repeated the 
vocabulary with the English teacher) 

C: “Circle….” 

T: “What colour is the circle?”

C: “Blue.”

T: “It’s a blue circle.”

C: “It’s a blue circle.”

…

Pt: “What shape can we use to represent 
the head?”

C1: “A circle.”

Pt: “Yes. And the rectangle can we use it 
for the arms?”

Cs: “Yes.”

C2: “And for the legs.”

…
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After the Music teacher had taught the song Eu tenho um boneco articulado, the Preschool 
teacher challenged children to make an articulated doll. During circle time, the whole group 
thought how it could be done, and what materials to use.

As we had previously started collecting recyclable material, we decided to make our doll 
with material that we had gathered and we could adapt to what we wanted to do.

On the carpet, we made the first “sketch” of the doll: a cereal box for the torso, kitchen 
paper rolls and toilet paper rolls for the arms and legs, some ping-pong balls for the joints 
and a big styrofoam ball for the head. Children were responsible for making the doll, while 
the adults, for the most part, only supported and guided them.

With paint, children painted all the necessary parts, they drew hands and feet, glued the 
doll’s eyes, nose, painted its mouth, cut some magazine sheets and turned it into its hair.

After finishing the doll, children named it Leopoldina.

Now, the focus would be on how the human body is in the inside, as we already knew what 
it is like on the outside.

For the development of this activity, the Preschool teacher outlined the body of one of 
the children, in order to better associate the drawing with a real size. The next step would 
be how to represent some of the organs of the human body that children saw in the story  
“O corpo humano é uma casa!” (“The human body is a house”).

To represent the brain we used grey wool; the heart a small heart-shaped cushion that the 
Preschool teacher had at home; the lungs, the liver, and the stomach with a sponge, which 
the English teacher brought to the classroom; and, finally, the intestines with grey and light 
pink crepe paper.

In order to represent the organs as realistic as possible, children observed a detachable 
module of the human body and painted or chose the colours of the materials that were 
closest to reality.
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Evoking the images of the story heard and by observing another work done in previous 
years, children painted the arteries and veins in the module paper.

5) WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT

Throughout the different activities, in which several subjects were approached,  
children improved their knowledge and while learning they had fun.

With parents’ participation, through stories, songs, real objects, children learnt about the 
family, the human body and some of the organs that constitute it. They had the opportunity 
to associate what they were learning with the reality that surrounds them, making it 
become more meaningful.

They searched, observed, manipulated and applied, exploring different materials  
and objects.

They crossed several areas of learning and applied several techniques of Art through 
different materials in the development of their work.

The English teacher was present in the activities and through children’s daily life in the 
classroom, stimulating them and promoting opportunities for them to be exposed to the 
English language in the most natural way possible.
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EU TENHO UM BONECO

Eu tenho um boneco articulado

Quando lhe toco

fica envergonhado

Eu tenho um boneco muito fofinho

Quando lhe toco

ele dá-me um beijinho

E faz o pino ÔÔÔÔÔ

E bate as mãos ÊÊÊÊÊ

E bate os pés… eeees

Ele é o boneco

BARNABÉ.

FINGER FAMILY

Daddy finger, daddy finger,

where are you?

Here I am, here I am

How do you do?

Mummy finger, mummy finger,

where are you?

Here I am, here I am

How do you do?

Brother finger, brother finger,

where are you?

Here I am, here I am

How do you do?

Sister finger, sister finger,

where are you?

Here I am, here I am

How do you do?

Baby finger, baby finger,

where are you?

Here I am, here I am

How do you do?

I AM SPECIAL

I am special,

I am me

Come and play

And you will see.

In our classroom

We all play.

Being good friends

Every day.

I am special,

I am Me.

Come and play

And you will see.

HEAD AND SHOULDERS

Head. Shoulders.

Knees. Toes.

Head. Shoulders.

Knees. Toes.

Eyes. Ears.

Mouth. Nose.

Head. Shoulders.

Knees. Toes.

Head, shoulders, knees, and toes,  

knees and toes.

Head, shoulders, knees, and toes,  

knees and toes.

And eyes and ears and mouth and nose.

Head, shoulders, knees, and toes,  

knees and toes.

By Super Simple Songs

OUR SONGS
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THIS IS THE WAY

This is the way we wash our face,

wash our face, wash our face.

This is the way we wash our face.

Early in the morning.

Wash wash wash wash.

Wash wash wash.

This is the way we comb our hair,

comb our hair, comb our hair.

This is the way we comb our hair.

Early in the morning.

Comb comb comb comb.

Comb comb comb.

This is the way we brush our teeth,

brush our teeth, brush our teeth.

This is the way we brush our teeth.

Early in the morning.

Brush brush brush brush.

Brush brush brush.

This is the way we get dressed,

get dressed, get dressed.

This is the way we get dressed.

Early in the morning.

This is the way we go to school,

go to school, go to school.

This is the way we go to school.

Early in the morning.

By Super Simple Songs

ONE LITTLE FINGER

One Little Finger

One Little Finger

One Little Finger

Tap... Tap... Tap

Put your finger up

Put your finger down

Put it on your head

(Head!)

(Nose!)

(Arm!)

(Leg!)

(Foot!)

Put it on your leg (Leg!)

Put it on your arm (Arm!)

Put it on your nose (Nose!) 

Put it on your head (Head!) 

Now let’s wave goodbye. (Goodbye!)

By Super Simple Songs



Narrative 3

EMOTIONS CORNER
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: LURDES MARTINS,  

MILITA BUCHO E RICARDO MIGUEL 

AUTHORS: LURDES MARTINS E MILITA BUCHO 

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

This project came up in a carpet 
conversation, in which a child referred 
to the mother’s profession; this was the 
starting point for each child begin naming 
the parents’ jobs. In view of the above, the 
interest and motivation of the children in 
exploring/ working the professions of the 
parents became visible. We found that 
it would be an excellent project to be 
explored in English, thereby introducing 
new vocabulary and applying and 
deepening some already existing and used 
spontaneously by children.

We began by asking them:

 · What did everyone know about their 
parents’ job?

 · What did they want to know?

In this follow-up we have raised some 
questions related to the parents’ jobs and 
here is what we have achieved:

 · My mother is an analyst: she takes 
blood samples and then sees if the 
person has diseases. (Inês)

 · What I would like to know is how does 
she do the analysis. (Inês)

 · My mother is a psychologist and treats 
children. (Martim)

 · What I would like to know is what she 
does in the office with the children. 
(Martim)
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In this sense, the Preschool teacher proposed children to invite their parents, to come to 
the preschool classroom, to develop an activity related to their job. Children were very 
receptive, and they quickly motivated and involved parents for this challenge. Among 
others that we develop, we will present to you Martim’s mother sharing moment.

2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and Social Formation

 · Oral language (English and Portuguese)

 · Arts education: music and art.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

With regard to families:

 · Promoting parental involvement;

With regard to children:

 · Stimulate the learning of English in a playful and informal way;

 · Promote and stimulate confidence in trying new activities, proposing ideas and 
speaking in group;

 · Identify and name some of the basic emotions (joy, sadness, fear, anger);

 · Recognize emotions, in oneself and in others, through some indicators (verbal and 
non-verbal language, among others);

 · Identify and name situations that trigger emotions;

 · Recognize and accept their individual characteristics;

 · Learn some self-control techniques in the face of negative emotions.

 · Developing respect for oneself and the other;

 · Promote children’s identity and self-esteem;

 · Develop self-help materials for children.
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THE DYNAMICS

Children sat on the floor around Martim’s mother and were curious about her presence 
and the materials she carried with her.

The first question asked was:

 · Do you know what a psychologist is? 

 · Do you know what he does?

Answers from some children:

 · I went to the psychologist, we played 
and talked a lot about what happened. 
(Maria Beatriz)

 · Help the boys who are afraid. (Inês)

It was then explained that the psychologist 
is as if he was the doctor of the emotions, 
making an analogy with the paediatrician/ 
doctor who treats the body when it is 
sick (something that all children have 
experienced) and that the psychologist 
helps the children in their emotions and 
thoughts. Trying to exemplify the kind of 
work that can be developed in a child-care 
therapy session, Martim’s mother began by 
asking what emotions the children knew.
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Some pictures of the film “Inside out”  
that allude to the basic emotions, as well as 
some synonyms of them.

The question then arises: How do we know that we are feeling these emotions?  
And what situations provoke them? Then each one talked and many tips emerged  
from the children:

EMOTION: JOY
We smiled a lot. It happens when you give me a hug. (Joana)
It makes you want to jump. When you give me a gift. (David)
When I play with my friends. (Carolina)

EMOTION: FEAR
We stay with our mouths and eyes wide open. Fear of monsters from under the bed! 
(Martim)
The heart beats fast. Fear of being alone at home. (José António)
We tremble. Fear of some animals. (Guilherme)

EMOTION: ANGER
It makes you want to hit. When someone brakes me a toy. (António)
I want to kick. When I don’t have friends to play with. (David)

EMOTION: SADNESS
Cry a lot. When my father is going out to work. (Inês)
When I can’t do what I want. (Sofia)
When I’m sick. (Carolina)
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Given the different 
responses:

 · The “What 
makes you 
feel?” sheet 
was handed 
out, so that 
each child 
would fill out 
the examples 
given with 
drawings;

The masks of the feelings were shown and the corresponding expressions were made. 

This was followed by the construction of the feelings wheel (How do you feel today?), the 
cubes and the bowling of feelings, and some activities were developed with them, trying 
to help the children to apply the acquired knowledge (identify the different emotions in 
themselves and in others).
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We proceeded with the approach of some strategies to manage situations of anger and/
or other negative feelings (block of activities and relaxation technique - “turtle”), in order 
to promote their self-control in these situations.

Finally, a domino of emotions was handed 
out to each child, which they cut out and 
took home, with the purpose of sharing 
with the family this activity, promoted in 
the classroom and to continue the acquired 
learning.

In view of the above, the session culminated in the viewing of the film:

https://youtu.be/-Y81A8aCI

In order to continue the initiated work, the activity sheet was left with the Preschool 
Teacher: “My umbrella!, which aims to help each child identifying protective factors in 
difficult situations.
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Based on all the different materials 
elaborated throughout the activity, the 
corner of the emotions was created.

WHAT DID WE LEARN?
 · We have many different emotions. (Carolina)

 · That when we are angry and in rage we can make the “turtle” and other things. 
(Martim)

 · When we get to school we can go to the board and identify our emotion. (Inês)

 · That we can use the emotions corner whenever we need. (Maria Beatriz)

 · That emotions can change during the day. (Sofia)

 · That beating friends does not help us feel better and solve the problem. (David)

CONCLUDING...

Before Martim’s mother left the children, they felt the need to demonstrate to her how 
much they liked the session, through applauses, hugs and some comments in unison:

 - We like it very much!
 - Thank you!
 - When are you coming back?
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Narrative 4

ARE DINOSAURS 
LIKE DRAGONS?

PEDAGOGIC TEAM: CRISTINA CRUZ BUCHO, 
CARLA ROCHA  E RICARDO MIGUEL 

AUTHOR: CARLA ROCHA

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

Following the Transnational Meeting in 
Tarnow, Poland, with a passage through 
Krakow, the Preschool teacher bought a 
book on the legend of this last Polish city. This 
legend includes a dragon as an important 
character for the unfolding of the action and 
that came to be the origin of the questions 
children later came up with.
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A) WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW…
The Preschool teacher tried to understand what they wanted to know about dinosaurs 
and registered their concerns/ questions:

As a result, after Christmas, while we were talking about Christmas, one of the children 
came up with the main question of this project:

ARE DINOSAURS LIKE DRAGONS?

The Preschool teacher told the legend with a puppet theatre and puppets, which  
deeply involved them.

It was so motivating that children expressed an interest in doing the dramatization  
of the legend, to be seen by the community at the Christmas party. All involved  
appreciated the dramatization of this legend very much and the community lived  
the moment with great enthusiasm.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

André: Ainda existem dinossauros? 

Luc: De que tamanho são?

Guilherme: O que é que comiam? 

Bernardo: Onde é que viviam? 

José: Como é que tinham bebés?

Santiago: Onde é que se escondiam? 

Maria: O que é que lhes aconteceu? 

Afonso: Eles hibernavam?

Leonor Margarida: Havia homens quando 
havia dinossauros? 

António: Tinham o corpo coberto de quê?

Nadine: Eles falavam ou faziam barulho? 

Leonor Barradas: Todos tinham dentes? 

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

André: Are there still dinosaurs? 

Luc: How big are they? 

Guilherme: What did they eat? 

Bernardo: Where did they live? 

Joseph: How did they have babies? 

Santiago: Where did they hide? 

Maria: What happened to them? 

Afonso: Did they hibernate? 

Leonor Margarida: Were there men when 
there were dinosaurs? 

António: What were their bodies covered with? 

Nadine: Did they talk or make noise?

Leonor Barradas: Did all dinosaurs have teeth? 
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2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · Expression and communication:

 - Physical Education;
 - Artistic education: subdomain of the visual arts; subdomain of Music;
 - Oral language: oral communication (English and Portuguese);
 - Mathematics: numbers and operations.

 · Knowledge of the world.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

a) Discover scientific facts about dinosaurs, namely size, colour, type, etc.
b) Enrich vocabulary in English.
c) Develop the English language spontaneously.
d) Develop critical spirit and the curiosity for the evolution of the species.
e) Explore different plastic techniques.
f) Develop the concept of number and quantity and learn to count in English.

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

On the day all the questions on the subject emerged, in the afternoon, when 
the English teacher arrived, children rushed to tell what happened in the 
morning. Quickly the English teacher (T = teacher) got involved and asked them: 

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: Do you like dinosaurs?

Children: Yes

T: Would you like to visit a dinosaur’s 
exhibition?

Ed: Gostavam de ver uma exposição 
sobre dinossauros?

C: Sim/ Yes

T: So we have to research on the Internet 
all about it.

Ed: Vamos então ligar o quadro interativo 
e o computador e vamos procurar.

C: Boa…

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: Do you like dinosaurs?

Children: Yes

T: Would you like to visit a dinosaur’s 
exhibition?

Pt: Would you like to see an exhibition 
about dinosaurs?

C: Yes / Yes

T: So we have to research on the Internet 
all about it.

Pt: Let us just turn on the interactive 
whiteboard and the computer and 
search for information.

C: Good ...

We did the research and we set the date to see the Exhibition.
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On the appointed day, we visited the exhibition, collecting all kinds of images and 
information, in order to answer all the questions previously put forward. In addition to 
seeing the exhibition, they were still able to interact with two dinosaurs and touch them.

Throughout this experience, children were able to interact with the English teacher, listening 
to her talking about dinosaurs and exploring vocabulary related to this topic.

As we went along the exhibition, there were small conversations like this, in which the English 
teacher took the opportunity to work with the sizes, the colours, if they had feathers or scales, etc. 

At the end of the exhibition, they were still able to dig in a pool of sand looking for dinosaur 
bones.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: This dinosaur is very big.

T: This dinosaur is small.

T: This is a baby dinosaur.

C: É o filho.

T: Yes. You’re right. This is the son and 
that one is the mother.

C: Oh, é a mummy dinosaur.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: This dinosaur is very big.

T: This dinosaur is small.

T: This is a baby dinosaur.

C: It’s the son.

T: Yes. You’re right. This is the son and 
that one is the mother.

C: Oh, it’s the mummy dinosaur.
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When we arrived to the classroom, we sat down and we all spoke about the experience we 
had and tried to answer the previous questions by registering those answers.

Together, after reflecting on the possibility of developing some activities, children planned 
what they would like to do. As the Curriculum Guidelines for Early Childhood Education 
points out, “the child is valued and listened to” and “in a democratic context” children 
participated and decided to do the following activities:

 - Dinosaur fossils;
 - Dinosaur eggs;
 - Dinosaur egg hunt;
 - Music about dinosaurs;

 - Visit to Lourinhã Dino Park.

DINOSAUR EGGS

DINOSAUR FOSSILS

With this activity, children built eggs in 
paper pulp with the Preschool teacher. 
Not all children showed interest in building 
their own egg, and the Preschool teacher, 
as always, respected that will.

During this activity, developed in collaboration with the Preschool teacher and the 
English teacher, children identified the ingredients as the English teacher read the recipe:  
The ingredients are 1 1/4 Cups Salt, 5 Cups All-Purpose Flour, 2 Cups Water.

We read the whole recipe in English, with children and adults present, following instructions 
to make the necessary dough for this activity.

In addition to the recipe language, the Preschool teacher also worked on quantities  
and proportions.
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DINOSAUR EGG HUNT

DINOSAUR SONG

As Easter approached, children suggested 
rather than hunt for the chocolate egg, 
they could hunt for the dinosaur egg 
and the Preschool teacher accepted  
the suggestion.

As a reward, the egg had a dinosaur and 
a chocolate inside. We developed this 
activity in partnership with the Physical 
Education teacher.

Since they had already participated in song creation in other occasions, children suggested 
doing the same with this project and creating a song about dinosaurs. With the help of 
the Preschool teacher we registered the brainstorming and with the participation of the 
English teacher we explored the same vocabulary in English.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed: Então o que podemos dizer sobre os 
dinossauros?

C: São grandes!

T: How do we say “grandes” in English?

C: Big.

T: Good… dinosaurs are big.

Ed: E mais?

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: So what can we say about dinosaurs?

C: They are big!

T: How do you say “big” in English?

C: Big.

T: Good ... dinosaurs are big.

Pt: What else?
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The English 
teacher with 
the information 
collected made 
a rhyme, and 
she showed it to 
children, to the 
Preschool teacher 
and to the Music 
teacher.

DINOSAUR RHYME

Dinosaurs, dinosaurs
Big, brown and green
Some can fly and some can swim
Some walk fast and some walk slow
With scales or feathers
They are always a great show.

C: Os dinossauros voam.

T: Well, dinosaurs fly (mimic with flying 
arms). Can you repeat: Dinosaurs fly?

C: Dinosaurs fly.

C: E outros nadavam.

Ed: Tens toda a razão… vamos escrever, 
então, que os dinossauros também 
nadavam.

T: How do we say “nadar”?

C: Não sei.

Ed: Ah… sabem sim… até costumamos 
cantar uma música que tem essa palavra 
… (a educadora e a professora de Inglês 
começam a cantar a música sem colocar 
a letra da mesma, exemplificando 
também as ações da mesma)

C: swimming swimmming swimming, 
swimming swimmming swimming, now 
let’s sleep…

T: Yes, that’s it swimming… some 
dinosaurs swim.

C: Dinosaurs fly.

T: Well, dinosaurs fly (mimic with flying 
arms). Can you repeat: Dinosaurs fly?

C: Dinosaurs fly.

C: And others swam.

Pt: You’re absolutely right... let’s 
write, then, that dinosaurs also swam.

T: How do we say “swim”?

C: I don´t know.

Pt: Yes, you do ... we usually sing a song 
that has that word ... (the Preschool 
teacher and the English teacher begin 
to sing the song without saying the 
lyrics of the same, but exemplifying 
the actions of the same).

C: swimming swimmming swimming, 
swimming swimmming swimming, now 
let’s sleep…

T: Yes, that’s it swimming ... some 
dinosaurs swim.
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They explored the text and soon children asked to make a song for that rhyme. Hence, 
our song about dinosaurs appears. We also asked if they did not want to make a song in 
Portuguese, but they said no, because they liked the song as it was.

DINOSAUR SONG

Dino, Dino, Dino, Dino, dinosaurs
Dino, Dino, Dino, Dino, dinossauros

Big, brown and green
Big, brown and green

Some can fly and some can swim
Some walk fast and some walk slow

Some can fly and some can swim
Some walk fast and some walk slow

With scales or feathers
They are always a great show

With scales or feathers
They are always a great show

(Repeat)
Dino, Dino, Dino, Dino, dinosaur

Dino, Dino, Dino, Dino, dinosauro
Big, brown and green
Big, brown and green
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LOURINHÃ DINO PARK

The idea of visiting Lourinhã Dino Park emerged because one of the children’s mother saw 
the news on the television about the opening of the park and shared it with the Preschool 
teacher adding she would very much like to take her son there. She also said that it would 
be nice if they could all go together. The Preschool teacher immediately asked children 
about whether they would like to visit Dino Park. As they agreed, they researched on the 
internet. After a meeting with children’s families, we decided to go and on June 13th, we 
went there, children, Preschool teacher, English teacher, Music teacher and families, to visit 
the park.
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5. WHAT WE LEARNT

At the end, together, we evaluated what we had learnt, responding to the questions we 
had initially asked.
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INITIAL QUESTIONS

- Ainda existem dinossauros?

- De que tamanho são?

- O que é que comiam?

- Onde é que viviam?

- Como é que tinham bebés?

- Onde é que se escondiam?

- Eles hibernavam?

- Havia homens quando havia dinossauros?

- Tinham o corpo coberto de quê?

- Eles falavam ou faziam barulho?

- Todos tinham dentes?

INITIAL QUESTIONS

- Are there still dinosaurs?

- How big are they?

- What did they eat?

- Where did they live?

- How did they have babies?

- Where did they hide?

- Did they hibernate?

- Were there men when there were dinosaurs?

- What were their bodies covered with?

- Did they talk or make noise?

- Did they all have teeth?

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

FINAL ANSWERS

- Não

- Haviam dinossauros de muitos 
tamanhos: grandes, médios e pequenos.

- Comiam ervas, eram herbívoros, e 
alguns comiam carne, eram carnívoros.

- Haviam dinossauros em toda a Terra.

- Os bebés nasciam dos ovos.

- Escondiam-se nas cavernas.

- Não. Estavam sempre acordados.

- Não.

- Pelo, penas, pele muito grossa e escamas.

- Faziam barulho. Rugiam!

- Não, só alguns.

FINAL ANSWERS

- No.

- There were dinosaurs of many sizes: 
large, medium, and small.

- They ate herbs, they were herbivores, 
and some ate meat, they were carnivores.

- There were dinosaurs all over Earth.

- Babies were born from eggs.

- They hide in the caves.

- No. They were always awake.

- No there weren’t.

- Fur, feathers, very thick skin and scales.

- They were making noise. They roared!

- No, just some of them.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed: Então, como conclusão… Será que 
aprendemos muitas coisas sobre os 
dinossauros?

C: Sim, aprendemos muito e sabes 
professora, afinal os dinossauros não 
estão extintos, alguns estavam vivos na 
exposição, até respiravam e tudo.

Ed: Pois é Bernardo, parecia mesmo que 
alguns estavam vivos.

T: E em Inglês o que é que aprendemos?

C: Aprendemos que os dinosaur são 
bigs e que têm cores diferentes.

T: True, they are big and they have 
diferente colours, such as?

Ed: Digam lá à Teacher de que cores são 
os dinossauros.

C: São green e Orange

C: E brown

C: E alguns têm black nas penas.

Ed: É verdade.

T: They have black feathers.

C: Oh teacher podemos cantar a nossa 
música dos dinossauros?

T: Of course, let’s sing….

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: So, as a conclusion ... Did we learn a 
lot about dinosaurs?

C: Yes, we learnt a lot and do you know 
something teacher, after all dinosaurs 
are not extinct, some were alive in the 
exhibition. They even breathed.

Pt: Well Bernardo, it looked like some of 
them were alive.

T: What did we learn in English?

C: We have learnt that dinosaurs are big 
and that they have different colours.

T: True, they are big and they have 
different colours, such as?

Pt: Tell the Teacher what colours are the 
dinosaurs.

C: They are green and orange.

C: And brown.

C: And some have black on their feathers.

Pt: It’s true.

T: They have black feathers.

C: Teacher, can we sing our dinosaur 
song?

T: Of course, let’s sing....



Narrative 5

CASTLES
PEDAGOGIC TEAM:  AURORA ANSELMO,  

MARTA PIRES, ALEXANDRA NUNES  
E MARCO MORGADO 

AUTHORS: MARTA PIRES E  
ALEXANDRA NUNES

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

One day, more specifically, on a Monday 
in September, a child euphorically arrived 
with a postcard. She wanted to tell that, at 
the weekend, she had visited a castle in her 
aunt’s city, in Algarve. This triggered a lot 
of curiosity from other children and many 
questions about this subject, as well as a 
fluid and interesting conversation.
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A) WHAT WE THINK WE KNOW… (CHILDREN’S OBSERVATIONS)

In the aim of deepening the knowledge and “give due name” to the details referred by 
children (eg. cut towers - battlements, small roofs with windows - towers), there was the 
need for an internet search, and we got to know that Castles National Day was arriving. 

We had all the conditions for a “huge” project around castles. 

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Alice: “Têm paredes muito grandes.”

Beatriz: “A porta tem “armadura” e fios 
grandes para segurar a porta.”

Bernardo: “A porta abre pró chão, 
quando puxamos os fios fecha. Fica uma 
espécie de ponte. Tem uns telhadinhos 
com janelas. No cimo têm umas coisas 
recortadas que é para as pessoas verem 
tudo lá de cima…

Bernardo: “São muito fortes, têm paredes 
muito duras, são uma fortaleza…”

Luís: “São construídos lá em cima…”

Bernardo: “… lá no alto, para os guardas 
verem os maus e darem o alarme...”

Alice: “Nos castelos moram, as 
princesas.”

Beatriz: “Os cavaleiros”

Luís: “os guardas…

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

A: They have very large walls

B: The door has an “ armour “ and large 
wires to hold the door ...

B: The door opens to the floor and when we 
pull the wires, the door closes. It’s a kind of 
a bridge. There are some small roofs with 
windows. At the top of the towers there 
are some cut-out things - it’s for people to 
see everything from above ...

B: They are very strong, they have  
very hard walls, they are a fortress ...

L: They built them up there…

B: … for the guards to see the bad guys 
and sound the alarm ...

A: Princesses live in the castles.

B: The Knights.

L: The guards ...
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2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · World Knowledge

 · Expression and Communication:

 - Oral language domain (English and Portuguese),
 - Mathematics domain,
 - Artistic education domain: Music and art.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Stimulate the development of English in a playful and informal way;

 · Explore techniques of plastic expression and promote transversality for other areas;

 · Promote creativity;

 · Promote communication skills;

 · Emphasize the importance of interactions and relationships;

 · Contribute to the understanding of the perspective of the other, giving and respecting 
the opinions of each one;

 · Recognize and value bonds of social and cultural belonging;

 · Identify and describe the sounds you hear about their rhythmic and melodic 
characteristics;

 · Value music as a factor of social and cultural identity;

 · Contemplate the interconnection of listening, interpretation and musical creation.

4) WHAT DO WE WANT TO DO

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Leonor: Ouvir histórias de princesas.

Beatriz: Brincar às princesas

Bernardo: Desenhar Castelos

Leonor: Fazer as coroas das princesas

Luís: Ouvir as músicas que as princesas 
ouvem.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

L: Listen to princesses’ stories.

B: Play princesses.

B: Draw Castles.

L: Make the princesses’ crowns.

L: Listen to the songs the princesses 
listen to.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Leonor Nunes: “Olha… David…tantos 
castelos, mas parecem iguais!”

Teacher: “Why are you saying this, Leonor?

Leonor: “Têm todos umas coisas recortadas 
lá em cima”

Teacher: Where?

Leonor: “Aqui teacher… os quadradinhos!”

Teacher: “Oh… squares…great! Can you see 
other shapes there?”

Educadora: “sim…há aí outras figuras 
geométricas”

Bernardo: “As torres são mais compridas…”

Educadora: “Sim… qual a figura que tem um 
dos lados mais compridos que o quadrado?”

Leonor: “O retângulo!”

Teacher: “yes… it´s a rectangle…very well! 
I have here some shapes with different 
colours.”

Luis: “Olha um quadrado yellow”

Teacher: “A yellow square”. What colours 
can we find here?”

Andrea: “Blue”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

L: Look ... David ... so many castles, but 
they all look the same!

T: Why are you saying this, Leonor?

L: They all have the cut things up there?

T: Teacher: Where?

L: Here teacher ... little squares!

T: Oh ... squares ... great! Can you see 
other shapes there?

Pt: Yes ... there are other geometric 
shapes

B: The towers are longer ...

Pt: Yes ... which shape has one side 
longer than the square?

L: rectangle!

T: Yes ... it’s a rectangle ... very well! I have 
some shapes with different colours.

L: Look! A yellow square

T: A yellow square. What colours can we 
find here?

A: Blue

EXPLORATION OF PORTUGUESE CASTLES COLLECTION POSTCARDS...
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Alice: “Pink”

Teacher: “Pink? Where is the pink?”

Beatriz: “Não é pink…é vermelho!”

Teacher: “Yes… how do you say “vermelho” 
in English?”

Micaela: “Red”

Teacher: “Yes…red! Here we have yellow, red 
and blue shapes! Micaela, can you give me 
something red?”

Micaela: “Este?”

Teacher: “Ok! Do you know the name of this 
shape?”

Educadora: “Qual o nome desta figura?”

Bernardo: “É um circulo”.

Teacher: “It’s a circle, great! So, we have 
circles, squares and rectangles, and this 
one? What’s missing?”

Educadora: “Falta um parecido com o 
chapéu dos palhacinhos.”

Beatriz: “É um ‘tianglo’.”

Educadora: “Tri…ân…gu…lo, triangulo. Muito bem.”

Teacher: “It’s a triangle. Leonor, give me a 
yellow circle, please! Thank you! Is it a big 
circle or a small circle?”

Leonor: “Big”.

Teacher: “Yes, it’s a big yellow circle. Bernardo, 
can you find a small blue triangle?”

Bernardo: “Este teacher?”

Teacher: “It’s small, it’s blue but … is it a 
triangle?”

Bernardo: “Ai, não teacher…é um quadrado. 
É este…”

Teacher: “Amazing… now can you choose a 
colour and a shape?”

Bernardo: “Red e quadrado, pode ser 
grande para a Leonor.”

Teacher: “Ok, so you want a big red square.”

Bernardo: “Yes!”

Teacher: “Repeat, please. A big, red square”

Bernardo: “Big, red square…”

A: Pink

T: Pink? Where is the pink?

B: It’s not pink ... it’s red!

T: Yes ... how do you say red in English?

M: Red

T: Yes ... red! Here we have yellow, red 
and blue shapes! Micaela, can you give 
me something red?

M: This one?

T: Ok! Do you know the name of this 
shape?

Pt: What is the name of this shape?

B: It’s a circle.

T: It’s a circle, great! So, we have circles, 
squares and rectangles, and this one? 
What’s missing?

Pt: The one like the clown’s hat is missing.

B: It’s a triangle.

Pt: Tri ... an ... gle…, triangle. Very well.

T: It’s a triangle. Leonor, give me a yellow 
circle, please! Thank you! Is it a big circle 
or a small circle?

L: Big.

T: Yes, it’s a big yellow circle. Bernardo, 
can you find a small blue triangle?

B: This one, teacher?

T: It’s small, it’s blue but ... is it a triangle?

B: Oh, no teacher ... it’s a square. It’s this 
one…

T: Amazing ... now can you choose a 
colour and a shape?

B: Red and square, can be big… for 
Leonor.

T: Okay, so you want a big red square.

B: Yes!

T: Repeat, please. A big, red square.

B: Big, red square ...
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After exploring the colours, sizes and shapes, children represented 
a castle using the shapes.

Each child made a castle, using the shapes as a template, by contouring, cutting, painting 
and pasting them on a sheet of paper.

Children were motivated by the activity and, when the music teachers arrived, they 
proposed to listen to the songs princesses heard in the “castles” period and a research 
was done. Examples:

According to Gordon (2000 - 308) 
“Singing, moving and listening to music 
at a young age seems to be beneficial for 
a good linguistic development, as well 
as for musical development.” Therefore, 
when listening to music, children were free 
to move around the room, being able to 
experience the sensations of fluidity, weight 
and space to develop a better body and 
rhythmic awareness, relaxed and not rigid. 
Relaxation and flexibility are indispensable 
for the body to be prepared to participate 
in Music.

MEDIEVAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEeAN471boQ

CELTIC IRISH EPIC MUSIC 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E11YMJhmdvc
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They also sang some songs they knew, other songs were presented by the teachers or 
resulting from the research on the internet.

“Working the lyrics of songs relates Music to the development of language, which involves 
understanding, meaning of what is said, taking advantage of rhymes to discriminate 
sounds, explore the playfulness of words and create variations of the original lyrics. Also, 
oral language, used expressively and rhythmically, can be considered a kind of musical 
development “(in OCEPE).

The excitement and desire to speak and to 
know more about kings, queens, princesses 
and princes was so big that children in the 
‘library corner’ searched for stories and 
asked the Preschool teacher to tell them, 
especially the traditional ones. They agreed 
that, each day, one of them would be the 
“helper”, to choose or tell the story (in their 
words) to colleagues.

One of the traditional stories children 
selected was “Sleeping Beauty” and after 
reading and exploring it by the Preschool 
teacher, English teacher presented  
a “puppet”.
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The book “Fairy Tales”, in addition to the story of “Sleeping Beauty”, contained a board 
game where the English teacher and the Preschool teacher also worked the Maths area, 
exploring numbers, itineraries, directions, among others.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Teacher: “what´s the name of this princess?

Crianças: “A Bela Adormecida”

Teacher: “Sleeping Beauty? Why?”

Micaela: “Tem o vestido rosa!”

Teacher: “Yes, she is wearing a beautiful 
pink dress!”

Andrea: “Pink é a cor das princesas!”

Teacher: “Yes…it is! I present you the princess 
Sleeping Beauty! And her hair, what colour 
is the hair?”

Leonor: “Yellow”

Teacher: “Yes, it’s yellow, so the princess is 
blonde.”

Leonor: “Blonde como eu, eu também sou 
blonde.”

Teacher: “Yes, you’re blonde too, two 
beautiful blond princeses! And what colour 
are her eyes?”

Bernardo: “Brown!”

Teacher: “Right! The princess has got brown 
eyes. But a princess needs a castle… Look at 
this great castle…”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: What’s this princess’s name?

C: Sleeping Beauty

T: Sleeping beauty? Why?

M: She has a pink dress!

T: Yes, she is wearing a beautiful pink 
dress!

A: Pink is the princesses’ colour!

T: Yes ... it is! I present you Sleeping 
Beauty princess! And her hair, what 
colour is the hair?

L: Yellow

T: Yes, it’s yellow, so the princess is 
blonde.

L: Blonde like me, I’m blonde, too.

T: Yes, you’re blonde too, two beautiful 
blond princesses! And what colour are 
her eyes?

B: Brown!

T: Right! The princess has got brown 
eyes. But a princess needs a castle ... 
Look at this great castle ...
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Educadora: “Bernardo lança o dado! Que 
numero saiu?”

Bernardo: “Quatro!”

Teacher: “Count in english, please!”

Bernardo: “One, two, three, four!”

Teacher: “Yes, so, go forward 4 squares. 
Right, you are here, so you have to go back 
2 squares.”

Educadora: “Então o que tens de fazer 
Bernardo?”

Bernardo: “Andar two…”

Educadora: “Sim, muito bem, two… mas 
para onde, em que direção?”

Bernardo: “Não sei.”

Teacher: “Back means ‘para trás’.”

Bernardo: “Ah! Volto para trás…ohhhh!!!”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: Bernardo throw the dice! What 
number is it?

B: Four!

T: Count in English, please!

B: One, two, three, four!

T: Yes, so, go forward 4 squares. Right, 
you are here, so you have to go back 2 
squares. “

Pt: So what do you have to do Bernardo?

B: Go forward two ...

Pt: Yes, very well, two ... but where, in 
what direction?

B: I don´t know.

T: Back means backward.

B: Ah! I’m going back ... ohhhh !!!

During the game one child commented on how fantastic it would be to have a castle “of 
those”, like that one in the game, big, to play and make believe...

The Preschool teacher heard and asked how we could make a big castle. Several ideas 
emerged, which were recorded, analysed and together concluded that the material to be 
used could be a large cardboard box and paints....

Get to work…
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Children, by being involved in the execution 
of the castle and knowing that their ideas 
were used, took care of the castle, but, 
above all, they explored it as their “castle” 
and played a lot in there. Once in the castle, 
the children intended to characterize 
themselves as “true princesses” with 
crowns, dresses and knights to protect 
them.

Throughout the week they were taking props and clothes to complement the chest of 
the dolls’ corner and found that there was only one crown that was disputed by all the 
“princesses”, so they suggested to make others as well as tiaras.

Children had several materials for decoration of the crown or tiara. The crown was chosen 
by the “princes” who through a template worked around and cut, according to their 
preference and manual dexterity, the tiaras resulted from the interweaving of wool and the 
colours were chosen by “princesses”.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Teacher: “Which one do you prefer to 
decorate your crown?”

Luis: “O quê?”

Educadora: “É a tua coroa, decora-a à tua 
vontade!”

Teacher: “Yes, crown is coroa in portuguese. 
Choose a shape to decorate your crown”

Luis: “Quero colar bolinhas.”

Teacher: “Ok! You have to crush the paper 
and make small balls. What colour do you 
want?”

Luís: “Green e red.”

Teacher: “Right! Green and red balls. And 
you, Beatriz, what shape do you want to 
decorate your tiara?”

Beatriz: “Esta!!”

Teacher: “Ok, and what’s this?”

Beatriz: “É um coração.”

Teacher: “Yes, it is. It’s a heart. Only hearts 
or other shapes?”

Educadora: “Tens muitas outras formas à 
tua disposição.”

Beatriz: “Coração e flowers.”

Teacher: “Great! What colour do you want 
the heart?”

Beatriz: “Pink!”

Teacher: “And the flowers?”

Beatriz: “Pink e purple. E quero uma 
butterfly.”

Educadora: “Boa escolha! Podes colar.”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: Which one do you prefer to decorate 

your crown?

L: What?

Pt: It is your crown, decorate as you wish!

T: Yes, crown is crown in Portuguese. 

Choose a shape to decorate your crown

L: I want to stick polka dots.

T: Ok! You have to crush the paper and 

make small balls. What colour do you 

want?

L: Green and red.

T: Right! Green and red balls. And you, 

Beatriz, what shape do you want to 

decorate your tiara?

B: This one!!!

T: Ok, and what’s this?

B: It’s a heart.

T: Yes, it is. It’s a heart. Only hearts or 

other shapes?

Pt: You have many other shapes that 

you can choose.

B: Heart and flowers.

T: Great! What colour do you want the 

heart?

B: Pink!

T: And the flowers?

B: Pink and purple. And I want a butterfly.

Pt: Good choice! You can stick it.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Andrea: “Já não há princesas, só a fingir.”

Teacher: “Are you sure, Andrea?”

Andrea: “Ainda não vi nenhuma e os castelos 

já são muito velhinhos, ninguém lá vive!”

Teacher: “Hum, ok! Let’s seat down here, I 

want to show you something about princes 

and princesses, queens and kings and 

castles and palaces…”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

A: There are no princesses anymore, just 
pretending.

T: Are you sure, Andrea?

A: I have not seen one yet and the castles 
are already very old, nobody lives there!

T: Hum, okay! Let’s seat down here, I want 
to show you something about princes 
and princesses, queens and kings and 
castles and palaces ...

Children were excited because they had a castle, clothes, props, crowns and tiaras and 
they were constantly representing situations where they were the main characters. With 
the intention of giving continuity, in the music class, they sang the songs “I want to be a 
king” and “Knights / soldiers” and dramatized, making gestures and spontaneous actions, 
where they revealed the relation between the music and the sense of the song.

In one of the plays, in the “house corner” “and “greetings of royalty” the following comment 
appears:
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In that moment, we used 
the Internet and searched 
for the Buckingham Palace 
and the British Royal 
Family, with the Preschool 
teacher.

Next day, the story “Shhh! 
Do not wake the Royal 
Baby “, by Martha Mumford 
was read.

BOOK COVER 
EXPLORATION

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Alice: “Olha a rainha velhota que vimos 
ontem no computador…”

Teacher: “Yes, What’s her name?”

Bernardo: “Elisabete.”

Teacher: “And is she a princess or a queen?”

Luis: “Queen. É a rainha velhota.”

Teacher: “Very well! It’s the queen. Queen 
Elizabeth II. What can you see here?”

Bernardo: “A Bandeira de Inglaterra.”

Teacher: “Oh, it´s a flag. This parachute has 
a beautiful flag… It’s the United Kingdom 
Flag. What colour is it?”

Leonor: “Red, blue e….”

Alice: “Branco.”

Teacher: “What? How do we say ‘branco’ in 
english?”

Bernardo: “White.”

Teacher: “Ok, so the United Kingdom flag is 
red, blue and white.”

Luis: “E está ali um bebé.”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

A: Look at the old queen we saw on the 
computer yesterday ...

T: Yes, what’s her name?

B: Elisabeth.

T: And is she a princess or a queen?

L: Queen. She’s the old queen.

T: Very well! It’s the queen. Queen 
Elizabeth II. What can you see here?

B: The English Flag.

T: Oh, it’s a flag. This parachute has a 
beautiful flag ... It’s the United Kingdom 
Flag. What color is it?

L: Red, blue and....

A: white.

T: What? How do we say white in English?

B: White.

T: Ok, so the United Kingdom flag is red, 
blue and white.

L: And there’s a baby.
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Teacher: “What?”

Alice: “É um baby, tão pequenino, vem 
agarrado à avó.”

Teacher: “Great, so, do you think this is the 
grandmother? We will see…”

Beatriz: “Também está aí um passarinho.”

Teacher: “A bird, yes! It’s a grey bird.”

Andrea: “E uma raposa.”

David: “Não teacher, uma, duas, três…”

Educadora: “O David está muito atento, 
muito bem!”

Teacher: “What David? Let´s count in 
English.”

Crianças: “One, two, three!”

Teacher: “Three foxes. Repeat!”

T: What?

A: It’s a baby, so tiny, he’s holding his 
grandmother.

T: Great, so, do you think this is the 
grandmother? We will see ...

B: There’s a little bird there too.

T: A bird, yes! It’s a grey bird.

A: And a fox.

D: No teacher, one, two, three ...

Pt: David is very attentive, very well!

T: What David? Let’s count in English.

C: One, two, three!

T: Three foxes. Repeat!

Followed the reading, exploration and understanding of the history.
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Faced with all the excitement surrounding this theme, the teachers planned a surprise for 
the children.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Educadora: “Hoje seremos, mais uma vez, 
princesas, príncipes, reis ou rainhas! O que 
ainda nos falta?”

Salvador: “Fazer lutas de espadas”

Educadora: “As lutas eram entre os príncipes 
e princesas?”

Luis: “Naaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaao! Os cavaleiros 
é que as protegiam dos maus!”

Educadora: “Como?”

Bernardo: “Com espadas e armaduras em 
cima de cavalos.

Professor música: “E levam as princesas nos 
seus cavalos?”

Leonor: NÃOOO! As princesas vão atrás.

Professora de música: “Atrás?

Salvador: “Sim… numa carroça!”

Professora de musica: “As princesas iam 
numa charrete…”

Alice: “São chiques!”

Professora de música: “Sim… e acenavam 
à população com a mão esticada. Vamos 
fazer igual?

Beatriz: “Sim, mas a fingir não temos cavalo 
e charrete!”

Professor de música: “Não… Vamos lá fora 
ver…”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: Today we will be, once again, 
princesses, princes, kings or queens! 
What’s missing?

S: Sword Fights

Pt: Were the fights between princes and 
princesses?

L: Noooooo! The knights were the ones 
who protected the princesses from the 
bad people!

Pt: How?

B: With swords and armour on horses.

MT: And do they take the princesses on 
their horses?

L: NOOO! The princesses go behind.

MT: Behind?

S: Yes ... in a wagon!

MT: The princesses were in a carriage ...”

A: They’re posh!

MT: Yes ... and they waved at 
the population, with their hands 
outstretched. Let’s do the same?

B: Yes, but pretending… we have no 
horse or carriage!

MT: No ... Let’s go outside and see ...
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In this way, a desire and dream of a group of children and a project gradually developed, 
giving voice to their wishes.

NOTE:

The castle was used in several activities:

Halloween decoration “Feira Verde” in Montargil (Green Market)
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5) WHAT WE LEARNT

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Bernardo: “No cimo das torres têm umas 
coisas recortadas-ameias- é para as 
pessoas verem tudo lá de cima! São muito 
fortes, têm paredes muito duras, são uma 
fortaleza…

Luís: “São construídos lá em cima, lá no alto, 
para os guardas verem os maus e darem o 
alarme!

Alice: “Nos castelos moram, as princesas, os 
cavaleiros, os guardas!”

Leonor: “Há muitos castelos espalhados 
pelo Portugal”

Andrea: “Na Inglaterra ainda há um palácio 
com uma rainha velhota lá dentro!”

Salvador: “É a família ´Royal`!”

Beatriz: “Só não há lá rei… mas há príncipes 
e princesas”

David: “Temos muitos livros com histórias 
de princesas e a teacher sabe em inglês!

Luís: “Aprendemos muitas palavras em 
Inglês”

Bernardo: “Fizemos castelos com os 
quadrados e triângulos.”

Leonor: “E fizemos uma torre com uma 
caixa!”

Andrea: “Pintámos com pinceis e tintas o 
castelo, mas a professora Alexandra fez os 
quadradinhos. Ficou maravilhoso!”

David: “Parecia verdadeiro!”

Alice: “Gostei de dançar as musicas das 
princesas…fiquei calma!”

Beatriz: “A musica dos reis e rainhas é 
divertida, mas não tinham voz!”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

B: At the top of the towers, there are 
some cut-out things- it’s for people to 
see everything from above! They are 
very strong, they have very hard walls, 
they are a fortress ...

L: They are built up there, high up, for 
the guards to see the bad guys and give 
the alarm!

A: Princesses, knights and guards live in 
the castles!

L: There are many castles around 
Portugal.

A: In England, there is a palace with an 
old queen inside!

S: It’s the ‘Royal’ family!

B: There isn’t a king ... but there are 
princes and princesses.

D: We have many books with stories of 
princesses and the teacher knows them 
in English!

L: We learned many words in English

B: We made castles with squares and 
triangles.

L: And we made a tower with a box!

A: We painted the castle with 
paintbrushes and paints, but teacher 
Alexandra drew the squares. The castle 
looked wonderful!

D: It seemed real!

A: I enjoyed dancing the princesses’ 
songs ... I was calm!

B: The music of kings and queens is fun, 
but they had no voice!
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Bernardo: “Inventámos uma dança para a 
musica dos “dez soldadinhos”!”

Alice: “Aprendemos a fazer coroas e tiaras”.

Luís: “E a acenar como a rainha numa 
charrete.!”

Salvador: “É preciso cuidado para não 
assustar o cavalo do professor Marco!”

B: We invented a dance for the music 
“ten soldiers “!

A: We learned how to make crowns and 
tiaras.

L: And wave like the queen in a carriage!

S: We have to be careful not to scare 
teacher Marco’s horse!

Throughout the story/book and its exploration, children have been acquiring new 
vocabulary. Approaching this history it was also possible to develop cultural aspects such 
as: awareness of other cultures, the royal family, living conditions. Giving the children a 
voice, they were involved and engaged in their own learning.



Narrative 6

INSECTS
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: CARLA NABAIS,  

RENATA ANDRE E JOÃO VARELA 

AUTHORS: CARLA NABAIS E RENATA ANDRÉ 

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

The insects’ project was triggered with 
the upcoming of Spring and with several 
animals that appeared in our playground, 
which arose the curiosity of the group  
of children.

After this moment, we provided children 
with magnifying glasses and boxes 
that allowed them to observe, in detail, 
the animals we had discovered in  
the playground.

English was naturally introduced, during 
new discoveries, planned activities and 
ideas that emerged throughout the 
various learning processes, children  
were achieving.

2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · Knowledge of the World

 · Expression and communication:

 - Oral language (English and 
Portuguese),

 - Mathematics
 - Art education: Music, Art.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Find out scientific information on 
insects, spiders, and their differences.

 · Enrich vocabulary in English.

 · Develop the English language 
spontaneously.
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 · Explore stories in English and Portuguese.

 · Develop the critical spirit and the curiosity for the nature that surrounds us.

 · Learn to respect the animals we meet, knowing their importance in the environment.

 · Explore different plastic techniques.

 · Develop the concept of number and quantity and learn to count in English.

 · Know about the life and organization of some insects.

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

Spring has come, and with it the curiosity about the surroundings...

After the curiosity regarding the animals that were found in the school playground, children 
came up with several interrogations about these animals and one question was the starting 
point of this project “Is the spider an insect?”

So we started looking for answers in books and on the internet.

We made some discoveries about insects:

a) They have the body divided into 3 parts (head, thorax and abdomen);

b) They have a pair of antennas on the head;

c) They have a pair of eyes;

d) They have a mouth;

e) They have 3 pairs of legs;

f) Some species have wings.

In addition, we also made some findings about the spiders:

a) They have four pairs of legs;

b) They sling;

c) They do not have antennas;

d) The body is divided into two parts.
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Having this information in mind, we began 
to count the number of legs of the animals 
that we found to find out if it was an insect 
or not.
Several observations and questions came 
up ... when they saw an animal in the 
playground:

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed: Olha que bichinho tão engraçado. Não 
sei o nome dele. Sabem?

C: É um saltitão, Carla!

C: A formiga é um inseto?

C: Sim, porque tem seis patas.

Ed: Então e a aranha, é um inseto?

C: Não, a spider já não é.

C: Pois, a spider tem oito patas.

Ed: E a abelha?

C: A bee é um inseto porque tem seis patas 
e dá mel.

C: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: Look at that funny animal. I do not 
know his name. Do you?

C: It’s a Saltitão, Carla!

C: Is the ant an insect?

C: Yes, because it has six legs.

Pt: So, is the spider an insect?

C: No, the spider is not.

C: Well, the spider has eight legs.

Pt: What about the bee?

C: The bee is an insect because it has six 
legs and it gives us honey.

C: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight!
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

C: A capa é vermelha, podíamos desenhar 
uma spider!

Ed: E que tal desenhar com digitinta, o que 
acham?

All: Simmmm!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: The book cover is red, we could draw 
a spider!

Pt: And what about drawing with finger 
paint, what do you think?

All: Yesssss!

With their curiosity growing, they suggested hearing a story about spiders...

We learnt English words like insect, pet, spider, spider web as well as the expression out 
you go. Moreover, we reviewed many words such as family, mum, dad, sister, brother, baby, 
dog, cat, mouse, winter, house, words already explored and consolidated throughout the 
year.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: What colour do you want?

C: Vermelho. Pode ser vermelho?

C: Sim teacher, pode ser red!

C: Depois podemos desenhar uma spider na 
teia!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: What colour do you want?

C: Red. Can it be red?

C: Yes teacher, it can be red!

C: Then we can draw a spider on the 
spider web!

We prepared the materials and there were many ideas about what they wanted to do...

After children’s creations had 
dried, we set up a panel, which 
was the result.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

C: Hoje podíamos construir insetos em 
plasticina!

C2: … e spiders também!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: Today, we could create insects with 
playdough!

C2: ... and spiders too!

We have seen small excerpts from a movie with mini beasts, “Minúsculos”

After viewing excerpts from the film, children talked with the Preschool Teacher about what 
they had seen, and they discovered some more insects, which triggered new ideas ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0Rr6UXzUcQ

Sometime after, at circle time, with 
the Preschool teacher, English 
teacher and the assistant, children 
began to relate experiences they 
had lived with their families on the 
previous day.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

C: Descobri uma formiga na horta do avô!

T: Have you found an ant in your grandfather’s 
garden? So nice!

C2: Sim, vi muitas ants!

C3: As formigas vivem num formigueiro?

Ed: Temos de ir descobrir. Mas tenho a 
ligeira impressão que as formigas vivem 
como uma família e cada uma tem a sua 
tarefa dentro do formigueiro!

C4: As abelhas também, eu tenho uma 
história sobre as abelhas!

T: Me too! Actually I have two stories about 
bees. Do you want to listen a story?

All: Sim! / Yes!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: I discovered an ant in my grandfather’s 
garden!

T: Have you found an ant in your 
grandfather´s garden? So nice!

C2: Yes, I saw many ants!

C3: Do ants live in an anthill?

Pt: We have to find out. But I have the 
slight impression that ants live as a 
family and each one has its task inside 
the anthill!

C4: Bees too, I have a story about bees!

T: Me too! Actually, I have two stories about 
bees. Do you want to listen to a story?

All: Yes! / Yes!

After the English story, each child wanted to draw one bee, and together they came up 
with the idea of making a beehive with the various tasks, they so called the bees jobs, 
exploring, this way, English words such as bee, hive, honey, flowers, and others.
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The group was curious to know what the bees functions were, within a beehive.

Thus, the Preschool teacher brought to the room the Book “The cycle of honey” which 
explained precisely this organization.

After that, children were prepared to build a real beehive and their bees, identifying what 
kind of bee would be their own, and what their “job” was. With the help of the Preschool 
teacher drawing the beehive, they built the hive, bees and painted flowers, to build a mural 
for families to see.
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They learnt how the organization is in a beehive. Soon after, new discoveries and curiosities 
appeared...

At that moment, there were several opinions about honey:

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

C: Oh Carla, então as obreiras são quem faz 
o mel, não é?

Ed: Sim, tal como descobrimos na história.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed : E que tal cozinharmos alguma coisa 
com mel?

C: A teacher sabe. Ela faz bolos!

C2: Teacher, sabes alguma receita com 
honey?

T: Yes! We can cook delicious and healthy 
waffles with honey.

Ed: O que acham? Assim todos provamos 
um alimento feito com mel!

All: Boa ideia!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: Oh Carla, then the workers make the 
honey, don’t they?

Pt: Yes, as we discovered in the story.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: How about cooking something with 
honey?

C: The teacher knows. She bakes cakes!

C2: Teacher, do you know any recipe 
with honey?

T: Yes! We can cook delicious and 
healthy waffles with honey.

Pt: What do you think? So we would all 
taste a food made with honey!

All: Good idea!

- I NEVER TASTE IT!

- I LIKE!

- I DRINK AT HOME 

WITH TEA!

- I DON’T LIKE!
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There we went to cook waffles with honey...

Another activity was the participation in the School trip to Constância Butterfly House. 
There, children had real contact with one of the insects studied during this project, the 
butterflies.

They heard the explanation of the butterfly life cycle and had contact with all its phases, 
observing them in the place, as well as the way this insect is in the nature, its anatomy and 
the way they feed themselves.
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At the end of the project, a book was created, which we kept in the library area, with 
drawings and images collected by children. This book remained in the library of the 
classroom so that children would read it whenever they wished to.

Throughout this project, we have worked several topic related songs, with the participation 
of all, children, music teacher, English teacher, Preschool teacher and operational assistant.
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Some of the songs worked were:

 · A Formiga

 · A Aranha Baganha

 · Gosto de Flores / I Like The Flowers

5) WHAT WE LEARNED

In the days following the School trip, records were made of it and in a dialogue with the 
group, Preschool Teacher and English Teacher asked the children about what they had 
discovered with the Insects Project.

We then obtained the following answers...

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

- Os insetos têm six patas

- Os insetos podem ter asas

- Pois, as butterflies têm asas e algumas 
ants têm asas e outras não

- Os insetos têm o corpo dividido em três 
partes

- As spiders não são insetos

- Porque as aranhas têm oito patas

- As abelhas têm profissões e fazem mel

- E o mel é doce…

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

- Insects have six legs.

- Insects can have wings.

- Butterflies have wings, some ants 
have wings and some do not.

- Insects have the body divided into 
three parts.

- Spiders are not insects.

- Because spiders have eight legs.

- Bees have jobs and make honey.

- And the honey is sweet...



Narrative 7

STYROFOAM BOATS
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: ANA GALIAU,  

VERA RODRIGUES E MARCO MORGADO

AUTHOR: VERA RODRIGUES

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

This activity occurred with one of the 
children’s drawings about their weekend 
(António - 4 years old- “Eu fui andar de 
barco na zona ribeirinha” – I went on a boat 
trip in the riverside area.). The Preschool 
teacher asked children if anyone had 
already gone on a boat trip. But only one 
of the children answered yes.

Then, the Preschool teacher took the 
group to the school library and went to the 
librarian to see if there were any books in 
which the story had boats in it.

The librarian found some and within those 
the most appealing was “Um presente 
diferente” (A different present) by Marta 
Azcona e Rosa Osuna.
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Back in the classroom, the story was told in Portuguese and the 
English teacher intervened with some words and expressions in 
English, related to the story.

Given the weekend drawing of one of 
the children and the images of the story, 
specially the one in which the characters 
sail on a boat, we thought it would be 
interesting to make ourselves our own 
boat and then try whether they floated  
or not.

A) WHAT WE THINK WE KNOW

We started by thinking about how we could do it. Then we remembered one of the 
experiences, done in the classroom, of objects that float and those that do not. In this 
experiment we saw that plastic and wood objects floated, while metal objects did not.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Educadora: “Lembram-se da experiência 
que fizemos dos objetos que flutuam e os 
que não flutuam?”

Crianças: “Sim”

Ed: “E quais foram os objetos que tínhamos 
na experiência?”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Preschool teacher: “Do you remember 
the experiment we did about objects 
floating?”

Children: “yes”

Pt: “And which objects did we have in 
the experiment?”
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Cs: “…molas da roupa” (plástico/madeira)

“…tampas das garrafas de água”

“…colheres de plástico”

“…bolas saltitonas”

“…garfos da cozinha (metal)”

Ed: “Então poderíamos usar alguns desses 
objetos para fazer os nossos barquinhos?”

Ed: “Vamos pesquisar? Onde podemos 
fazer isso?”

Cs: “No computador.”

C: “…clothes peg” (plastic/wood)

“…plastic bottle lids”

“…plastic spoons”

“…jumping balls”

“…forks (metal)”

Pt: “Could we use some of these objects 
to build our boats?”

Pt: “Let’s find out? Where can we find 
out?”

C: “On the computer.”

We searched on the internet and found several ways of making boats. However, considering 
the materials we had in the classroom and the amount we needed, we decided to use the 
rest of Styrofoam board we had from a previous activity.

2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · World knowledge

 · Science approach;

 · Expression and Communication:

 - Oral language domain (Portuguese and English)
 - Mathematics domain
 - Artistic education domain: Music and Arts

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Encourage children to take a more active role in their learning;

 · Promote sharing of knowledge;

 · Promote interaction and collaborative work in the group;

 · Promote opportunities for structuring scientific thinking (Different types of materials 
– Do they float or sink?);

 · Develop the English language in a playful and spontaneous way.

 · Explore techniques of plastic expression: painting, drawing.

 · Promote the interaction and exploration of outdoor spaces.
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Children chose the colours they wanted and started painting their Styrofoam board. They 
painted with the colours they liked best, decorated the flags, drew themselves, as captains 
of the boat, and set up the boats.

Children got together in different work groups, so while some were painting the styrofoam 
board, some decorated the sails and others drew themselves, some even drew a friend, to 
go on the boat.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed: “Crianças que forma vamos dar ao 
nosso barco?”

Teacher: “What shape could our boats have?”

Ed: “A forma de um círculo, um triângulo, 
um quadrado ou um retângulo?”

T: “Could it be a circle, a triangle, a square 
or a rectangle?”

Cs: “Um retângulo.”

Cs: “Um quadrado.”

…

T: “Great! So our boats will have a rectangle 
or a square shape.”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: “Children what shape could our boats 
have?”

T: “What shape could our boats have?”

Pt: “The shape of a circle, a triangle, a 
square or a rectangle?”

T: “Could it be a circle, a triangle, a 
square or a rectangle?”

C: “A rectangle.”

C: “A square.”

…

T: “Great! So our boats will have a 
rectangle or a square shape.”

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

We started our project with the adults cutting out the Styrofoam board (Preschool teacher, 
English teacher, and Assistant).
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: “What colours do you want for your 
boat?”

C1: “Eu quero um barco yellow.”

T: “A yellow boat. That’s a great colour.”

C2: “Eu quero red.”

C3: “Eu também quero red.”

C4: “Ó teacher, eu quero green.”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: “What colours do you want for your 
boat?”

C1: “I want a yellow boat.”

T: “A yellow boat. That’s a great colour.”

C2: “I want red.”

C3: “I also want red.”

C4: “Teacher, I want green.”

However, we still did not know if our boats 
would float or not. The next step would be 
to know where we could try our boats.

Together we came to the conclusion that 
the best place would be the fountain at 
the municipal garden. So we went on an 
outdoor visit.

On the way, we sang two songs we knew 
about boats, one in Portuguese and one in 
English (O barquinho e Row your boat).

5) WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

In the end, our experiment was successful as our boats floated and the children still 
managed to have a boat race.
Children learnt one more material that floats, the Styrofoam. They also learnt that it is not 
a natural material, like wood, but rather man-made, like plastic.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Ed: “Vamos lá então testar os nossos barcos. 
Será que eles flutuam ou não?”

T: “Will the boats float or sink?”

…

C1: “Fixe, os barcos não vão ao fundo.”

C1: “Olha professora, a esferovite flutua, não 
vai ao fundo.”

C2: “O meu também está a flutuar.”

T: “Yes, your boats are floating.”

…

C3: “Vamos fazer uma corrida.”

Cs: “Boa, uma corrida de barcos…”

T: “A boat race. Great idea. Ready! Steady! 
Let’s go!”

…

C4: “Olha Teacher, o meu boat está a 
ganhar…”

T: “Good, you’re winning”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Pt: “Let’s try our boats. Will they float or 
not?”

T: “Will the boats float or sink?”

…

C1: “Nice, the boats are not sinking.”

C1: “Look teacher, the styrofoam floats, it 
doesn’t sink.”

C2: “Mine is also floating.”

T: “Yes, your boats are floating.”

…

C3: “Let’s make a race.”

Cs: “Cool, a boat race…”

T: “A boat race. Great idea. Ready! 
Steady! Let’s go!”

…

C4: “Look Teacher, my boat it’s winning…”

T: “Good, you’re winning”
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On the way back, we still learnt what the name of the structure that is near the fountain 
(bandstand) and what it is used for.

Then, we went up to the bandstand and noticed that inside, when we spoke, there was a 
different sonority from when we were outside. Inside the bandstand we sang our songs as 
if we were on a stage.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Cs: “Professora, podemos ir ali acima?”

Ed: “Podemos sim, mas primeiro alguém 
sabe como se chama aquela estrutura?”

Cs: “Não”.

Ed: “É um coreto. E alguém sabe para que 
serve?”

C1: “É onde se junta a banda e se toca 
música. Eu já vim ver com o meu pai.”

Ed: “Não temos instrumentos musicais para 
tocar, mas podemos usar a nossa voz e 
pudemos cantar as nossas canções.”

T: “Let’s sing our songs!”

Cs: “Sim! Yes!”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Children: “Teacher, can we go up there?”

Pt: “Yes, we can. But first, does anyone 
know the name of that structure?”

C: “No”.

PT: “It’s a bandstand. And does anyone 
know what it is for?”

C1: “It’s where the band gets together. I 
saw it once with my dad.”

Pt: “We don’t have musical instruments 
to play, but we have our voice to sing our 
songs.”

T: “Let’s sing our songs!”

Cs: “Yes! Yes!”
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PORTUGUESE SONG

O BARQUINHO

Um barquinho ligeiro andava, ligeirinho 

andava no mar,  

Um barquinho ligeiro andava,  

ligeirinho andava no mar,  

Uma nuvem passou, e o mar se agitou,  

O vento a soprar, e os barcos a virar!  

Vem a onda baloiça o barquinho,  

e o barquinho faz chape no mar!  

Vem a onda baloiça o barquinho,  

e o barquinho faz chape no mar!

ENGLISH SONG

ROW ROW ROW YOUR BOAT

Row row row your boat.

Gently down the stream.

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily.

Life is but a dream.

Row row row your boat.

Gently down the stream.

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily.

If you see a crocodile don’t forget  
to scream.

Aaaaaahhhhh…

OUR SONGS



Narrative 8

THE HONEY
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: LURDES MARTINS,  

MILITA BUCHO E RICARDO MIGUEL 

AUTHOR: MILITA BUCHO 

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

The project arose from an activity 
integrated in a challenge launched by 
the Preschool Teacher, to parents, at the 
beginning of the school year. Parents were 
invited to present an activity they thought 
would be interesting to children. Among 
the various activities resulting from this 
challenge came a demonstration of what it 
is to be a beekeeper.

Antonio’s parents brought a set of objects, 
related to beekeeping, to the classroom. 
He also explained the use of each one of 
them, as well as the products resulting 
from the bees’ work. Seeing the fascination 
demonstrated by some children, the 
Preschool Teacher asked if they would like 
to know more about this topic and, as the 
group’s response was positive, the honey 
project begun.
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2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · Knowing the world

 · Expression and Communication:

 - Oral language (English and Portuguese),
 - Art education: Music, art and drama.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Discover more characteristics about bees and honey.

 · Enrich English vocabulary.

 · Promote greater use of the English language.

 · Explore stories in English and Portuguese.

 · Stimulate the development of English in a playful and informal way;

 · Promote creativity;

 · Promote communication skills.

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

We started by talking to children about what they already knew about bees and honey:

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Criança: As abelhas fazem mel.

C: O mel é muito doce.

C: Doce não, delicious!

C: Pois, por isso é que os ursos gostam 
muito de mel.

C: As abelhas são más e picam.

Ed: Todos acham que as abelhas são más?

C: Não, as abelhas são boas!

C: O mel é yellow.

C: E as abelhas são yellow and black.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Child: The bees make honey.

C: Honey is very sweet.

C: Not sweet, delicious!

C: Yeah, that’s why bears really like honey.

C: The bees are bad and sting.

Preschool Teacher: Does everyone think 
bees are bad?

C: No, bees are good!

C: Honey is yellow.

C: And the bees are yellow and black.
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Teacher: I have a story about a bear and 
honey.

C: Um urso!

C: Podes trazer, teacher?

T: Yes, I can.

C: E mel, teacher, podes trazer também?

Assistente Operacional: eu trago lá da 
minha casa!

Teacher: I have a story about a bear and 
honey.

C: A bear!

C: Can you bring it, teacher?

T: Yes, I can.

C: And honey, teacher, can you bring it, too?

Assistant: I will bring it from home!

Initially, it was planned to start the reading 
with the exploration of the cover of the 
book “Hands Off My Honey!” By Jane 
Chapman and later story telling.

However, the children were so interested in 
exploring all the illustrations that they told 
the story based on what they interpreted 
from the images.

This way the children told what they saw in 
the images, using some English words like 
bear, mouse and rabbit. With the unfolding 
of the story they were naturally adding 
happy, sad, run, afraid and friend.

What children said about the story:

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

C: A história é sobre um urso.

C: O urso está zangado!

T: the bear is angry?!

C: Yes, angry!

C: Os animais estão com medo do bear!

C: Os animais querem o mel.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: The story is about a bear.

C: The bear is angry!

T: The bear is angry ?!

C: Yes, angry!

C: The animals are afraid of the bear!

C: Animals want honey.
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T: The animals want honey?

C: Yes!!

C: O Bear é guloso!

C: Os animals tiveram uma ideia!

T: The animals had an idea? What idea?

C: Vão roubar o Mel!

T: Wow! The animals are stealing the honey?

C: A toupeira caiu! Está triste…

C: A toupeia está sad!

T: It´s true, the mole is sad.

C: Teacher, eles não estão angry!

C: Bear is friend!

T: Nice! The Bear is a friend!

C: Animals a brincar.

T: The animals are playing?

C: Yes!!! Animals are playing!

T: The animals want honey?

C: Yes!!

C: The Bear is greedy!

C: The animals had an idea!

T: The animals had an idea? What idea?

C: They are going to steal Honey!

T: Wow! The animals are stealing the 
honey?

C: The mole fell! It’s sad…

C: The toupeia is sad!

T: It’s true, the mole is sad.

C: Teacher, they are not angry!

C: The Bear is a friend!

T: Nice! The Bear is a friend!

C: Animals playing.

T: Are the animals playing?

C: Yes!!! Animals are playing!
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After this activity, children asked to be told the story and in the end they realized they had 
observed very well, because they were correct. Then, we asked them what they would like 
to do:

The children were saying words that were related to the story and drawing on the 
cards, such as bear, mouse, rabbit, mole, honey, bee, and also other words that although 
not present in the story, were related to honey and bees , such as beehive, swarm,  
flower and sweet.

Some drawings resulting from the story:

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Todos: Um desenho.

Tiago: eu quero saber como se diz colmeia 
em inglês.

Miguel: Imitar a história.

Maria: Mas temos que fazer mascaras!

Inês: Eu sou o rabbit e a mana pode ser o 
outro rabbit.

Miguel: Eu sou o bear!

Sofia: Também precisamos do ratinho.

Tiago: Mouse!

Teacher: Can we start with the words we 
know? Like mouse and bear?

Maria: Rabbit!

Teacher: Ok, I write the word and you draw 
on the cards, is that a good idea?

- Yes!!!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

All: A drawing.

Tiago: I want to know how to say beehive 
in English.

Miguel: Imitate the story.

Maria: But we have to make masks!

Inês: I am the rabbit and my sister can be 
the other rabbit.

Miguel: I am the bear!

Sofia: We also need the little mouse.

Tiago: Mouse!

Teacher: Can we start with the words we 
know? Like mouse and bear?

Maria: Rabbit!

Teacher: Ok, I write the word and you 
draw on the cards, is that a good idea?

- Yes !!!
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The next day we asked children what they remembered from the day before:

With this suggestion, we began to draw with the supervision of the most interested 
children, who never stopped themselves from giving indications as to how the characters 
should be drawn.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Inês: Nós contámos a história do Bear.

Maria: ontem dissemos que queremos fazer 
a história, ao faz de conta.

Sofia: e as máscaras? A teacher podia 
desenhar.

Joana: Eu queria cantar.

Teacher: ok children, let’s start with the 
masks and then we can look for a song on 
the computer.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

- Ó teacher, as orelhas são big, não podes 
fazer mais big?

- Não quero o bear com uma cara angry.

- Pois eu também não, porque ele é good!

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Inês: We told the story of Bear.

Maria: Yesterday we said that we wanted 
to play the story, pretend.

Sofia: And the masks? The teacher could 
draw.

Joana: I wanted to sing.

Teacher: Ok children, let us start with the 
masks and then we can look for a song 
on the computer.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

- Teacher, the ears are big, can’t you make 
them bigger?

- “I do not want the bear with an angry face.

- Well neither do I, because he’s good!
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Each child chose the mask 
they liked best and gave them 
the colours of their choice. 
Part of the group coloured, 
decorated and cut out their 
masks with the Preschool 
Teacher, the rest went with 
the teacher to research on the 
internet songs about bees, 
among the several that they 
heard, the one they liked the 
most was: My little bee, which 
they wanted to learn how  
to sing.

After the masks were finished, children explored the pictures from the book and began to 
dramatize the story.

The Preschool Teacher and the English Teacher helped the boys to search information on 
the computer about honey to satisfy some curiosities that arose after the activity with 
Antonio’s parents.

MY LITTLE BEE
https://youtu.be/5p8vfBTxBFM
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The last activity carried out under this project was the participation in the carnival parade. 
The Preschool Teacher asked parents’ help in the preparation of the parade. With children’s 
and their parents’, suggestions we came to a decision: let us be bees! From this several 
suggestions appeared:

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

C: As bees precisam de house! – os pais 
construíram um pequeno carro com um 
cortiço.

C: Eu gostava de ser o keeper, beekeeper – 
os meninos vestiram-se de apicultores.

C: Os adultos são muito grandes para 
ser abelhas, podiam ser outra coisa!  
Podiam ser um frasco de mel.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

C: The bees need a house! - Parents built a 
small car with a Portuguese cork beehive.

C: I would like to be the keeper, beekeeper 
- the boys dressed up as beekeepers.

C: Adults are too big to be bees.  
They could be something else! 
They could be a honey pot.
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With everyone’s precious collaboration this was the final result:
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5) WHAT WE LEARNED

 - Honey is good.

 - Honey is better than sugar.

 - Not all bees make honey.

 - The bees have a queen.

 - The queen lays eggs.

 - Flowers need bees.

 - Honey is healthy.
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BEETLE GAME
PEDAGOGIC TEAM: MARIA EMILIA CARREIRA, 

VERA RODRIGUES E RICARDO MIGUEL 

AUTHOR: VERA RODRIGUES 

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

Winter time has come and with it cold 
weather, so the first thing we change are 
our clothing items, we change from cooler 
clothes to warmer ones. The children 
began by observing the weather outside 
and the clothes they were wearing. They 
associated weather change with clothing 
change in order to protect themselves 
from the cold.

After brainstorming over the winter, they 
chose to do other activities and some 
of the children wanted to do a clipping 
activity. Then the Preschool Teacher 
suggested that they could cut out winter 
clothing and other winter-related objects.  
The children liked the idea and went 
to collect the material they needed: 
magazines and scissors.

These clippings 
were then pasted 
and used to work 
on mathematics 
through counting 
activities, while 
reinforcing the 
notion of quantity 
and numbers.

At story time the English Teacher read the 
story “Hey there Mr Snowman” and as the 
story unfolded the children were building 
the snowman. Through this activity 
children remembered some parts of the 
body (head, eyes, nose, mouth, arms), 
quantities, colours and clothing (hat,  
scarf, mittens).
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: How many eyes has got Mr Snowman? 
One or two?

Cs: Two.

T: That’s right! Two eyes.

T: What colour is Mr Snowman’s hat?

Cs: Red

T: That’s right! It’s red.

Cs: It’s red.

Ed: Este snowman é engraçado, até tem 
umas luvas.

C1: São mittens professora e são yellow.

T: Yes, they are yellow mittens. And you 
wear them on your hands.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: How many eyes have you got  
Mr Snowman? One or two?

Cs: Two.

T: That’s right! Two eyes.

T: What colour is Mr Snowman’s hat?

Cs: Red

T: That’s right! It’s red.

Cs: It’s red.

Pt: This snowman is funny, he even has 
gloves on.

C1: They are mittens, teacher, and they are 
yellow.

T: Yes, they are yellow mittens. And you 
wear them on your hands.

After the story children saw the songs videos I’m a little snowman and Little snowflake 
on the computer.
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2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation;

 · Expression and Communication
 - Oral language domain (Portuguese and English);
 - Mathematics domain;
 - Artistic education domain: Music and Arts;

 · World knowledge.

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Encourage children to take a more active role in their learning;

 · Promote interaction and collaborative work in group;

 · Develop autonomy and the ability to choose and make decisions;

 · Involve the children in the process of creating the materials present in the room;

 · Improve vocabulary in English;

 · Develop the concept of number and quantity and learn to count in English;

 · Promote moments for the development of English in a playful and informal way;

 · Explore different techniques of arts.

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

After hearing the story and songs about the snowman, the English Teacher asked the 
children if they wanted to help her finish building the snowman game (the snowman beetle 
game – roll and draw), which would stay in the English Area.

Some children showed interest in participating, so they joined in one of the tables after 
collecting the material needed to carry out the task.

First, they had to decide which part of the snowman would correspond to each face of the 
dice, then draw it in the square. While they did it, they were revising quantities (counting 
the dots on the dice) and vocabulary related to the body, winter clothing and objects 
related to the story heard earlier. 

After making the game, the group took the game to the circle time area and showed it to 
the other children and to the Preschool teacher. With the help of the English teacher and 
the Preschool teacher they demonstrated to their classmates how to play the game.
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OUR GAME
> SNOWMAN BEETLE GAME – ROLL AND DRAW

There may be one or two players and each has a copy of the game on a laminated sheet. 
One at a time throws the dice, counts the dots and identifies what you have to draw in  
the snowman.

DIALOGUE

T: Roll the dice and count the dots.

C1: One, two, three, four.

T: Now choose what you want to draw.

C1: Mittens.

T: What colour are you using?

C1: Red.

T: How many red mittens are you drawing?

C1: Two.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: Roll the dice and count the dots.

C1: One.

T: What is number one?

C1: É a broom do snowman.

T: C2 it’s your turn. Roll the dice and count.

C2: One, two, three. É o nose.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: Roll the dice and count the dots.

C1: One.

T: What is number one?

C1: It’s a snowman broom.

T: C2 it’s your turn. Roll the dice and count.

C2: One, two, three. It’s the nose.

5) WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

All children improved their vocabulary, which was constantly “recycled”, from Portuguese 
to English, throughout several activities (story, songs and games).

In addition, they left their personal mark by helping to make a game to stay in the  
English Area.
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I’M A LITTLE SNOWMAN

I’m a little snowman,

Look at me.

These are my buttons,

1, 2, 3.

These are my eyes

And this is my nose.

I wear a hat and scarf.

Brrr…it’s cold!

By Super Simple Songs

OUR SONGS

LITTLE SNOWFLAKE

Snowflake, snowflake, little snowflake.

Little snowflake falling from the sky. 
Snowflake, snowflake, little snowflake. 
Falling, falling, falling, falling, falling, 
falling, falling, falling, falling... falling on 
my head.

Snowflake, snowflake, little snowflake.
Little snowflake falling from the sky. 
Snowflake, snowflake, little snowflake. 
Falling, falling, falling, falling, falling, 
falling, falling, falling, falling... falling on 
my nose. Snowflake, snowflake, little 
snowflake. Little snowflake falling from 
the sky.

Snowflake, snowflake, little snowflake. 
Falling, falling, falling, falling, falling, 
falling, falling, falling, falling... falling in 
my hand. Falling on my head. Falling on 
my nose. Falling in my hand.

Snowflake, snowflake, little snowflake...

By Super Simple Songs
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Narrative 10

SPRING FLASH-
CARDS

PEDAGOGIC TEAM: ISABEL POSSANTE,  
VERA RODRIGUES E MARCO MORGADO 

AUTHOR: VERA RODRIGUES 

1) TRIGGERING SITUATION

The Preschool teacher was talking to the 
children about the season we were in 
and what they knew about it. Together - 
the children, the Preschool teacher and 
the English teacher – remembered some 
known songs, which were about the 
weather, the animals and other aspects 
that are associated with this season of  
the year.

We sang our songs (in Portuguese and 
in English) and to practice the English 
vocabulary we played several games 
with images related to spring: “guessing 
game”, “memory game” and “find the  
pair game”.

Children liked the games and asked to 
keep the cards, but because the teacher 
has other children from other classrooms, 
she could not leave them. Faced with this 
situation the teacher asked the children 
if they wanted to make their own cards, 
so they could stay in the room in the  
English area.
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ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: “Do you remember any words about 
Spring?”

Cs: “… bee… butterfly… flower… ladybug”

T: “Ladybird. You remembered a lot of 
words. Well done!”

T: “Would you like to play a game?  
A guessing game?”

Cs: “Yessss!”

T: “Ok, first clue. It’s red with black dots.”

C: “É uma ladybug”

T: “That’s it! It’s a ladybird.”

C: “Ó teacher podes deixar os teus cards?”

T: “Sorry, I can’t.”

Ed: “A teacher não pode deixar os cartões 
porque tem outros meninos, de outras salas, 
que também gostam de jogar esses jogos.”

T: “Would you like to make some cards to 
stay in the the English Area?”

Ed: “Gostavam de fazer os vossos cartões?”

Cs: “Sim.”

C: “…depois vamos pô-los ao pé do Kiitos…”

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: “Do you remember any words about 
Spring?”

Cs: “... bee ... butterfly ... flower ... ladybug”

T: “Ladybird. You remembered a lot of 
words. Well done! “

T: “Would you like to play a game?  
A guessing game? “

Cs: “Yessss!”

T: “Ok, first clue. It’s red with black dots. “

C: “It’s a ladybug”

T: “That’s it! It’s a ladybird. “

C: “Teacher can you leave your cards?”

T: “Sorry, I can´t.”

Pt: “The teacher can´t leave the cards 
because there are other children, from 
other classrooms, who also like to play 
these games.”

T: “Would you like to make some cards to 
stay in the English Area?”

Pt: “Would you like to make your own 
cards?”

Cs: “Yes.”

C: “... then we’ll put them near Kiitos ...”
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2) CONTENT AREAS TO WORK

 · Personal and social formation

 · World knowledge

 · Expression and Communication:
 - Oral language domain (Portuguese and English)
 - Mathematics domain
 - Artistic education domain: Music and Arts

3) PROJECT INTENTIONS

 · Encourage children to take a more active role in their learning;

 · Promote sharing of knowledge;

 · Promote interaction and collaborative work in the group;

 · To develop autonomy and the ability of choosing and making decisions;

 · Involve children in the process of creating the materials present in the room;

 · Improve English vocabulary;

 · Develop the English language in a playful and spontaneous way.

4) WHAT WE WANT TO DO

The children who were interested in making the cards gathered at one of the tables with 
the material they would need. They took the teacher’s cards as a reference, and chose 
which ones they wanted to draw.

While the children were doing their work, the English teacher interacted with them asking 
about what they were drawing.

When all the cards were finished the whole group went to the circle time area and the 
cards were showed to the other classmates. While showing the cards we had a drilling 
activity so that all the children could recognize the images and associate them with the 
correct names.
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The question now was “How can we play with our cards?”

One of the rules would be that they would have to speak in English, because these cards 
would be in the English area, where one can only speak that language.

The children wanted to explain to their colleagues their ideas. Most remembered ways of 
playing that were showed previously by the English teacher, but one of the children had 
a different idea: he explained to his classmates that they could play with the cards by 
grouping them by their characteristics or something they had in common.

5) WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

Older children remembered songs and vocabulary in Portuguese and English related to 
spring. However, some of the children, especially the younger ones, learned new vocabulary 
and song.

Everyone improved their vocabulary through songs and games. In addition, they left their 
personal mark by making the cards themselves to stay in the English Area.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

T: How can we play with our cards?

C: Assim teacher… a tree e a flower estão na 
terra… a bee e a butterfly voam…

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

T: How can we play with our cards?

C: Like this teacher ... a tree and flower are 
on the ground ... bee and butterfly fly ...

OUR GAMES
> GUESSING GAME

The clues are given, through gestures, words, expressions, descriptions of the images 
and children will have to guess.

> MEMORY GAME

The cards are displaced in a horizontal line with the images facing up.
Repeat the names of the images and turn the cards facing down, one at a time.
Repeat the names of the images, even the ones that are facing down.
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After several time of repeating the vocabulary the children will be able to repeat on their 
own the words.

ORIGINAL DIALOGUE

Cs: It’s a bee. It’s a tree. It’s a bird.

T: It’s a…?

Cs: É o nest.

T: Let’s see if you are right. It’s a nest.  
You are right.

TRANSLATED DIALOGUE

Cs: It’s a bee. It’s a tree. It’s a bird.

T: It’s a…?

Cs: It’s the nest.

T: Let’s see if you are right. It’s a nest.  
You are right.

> FIND THE PAIR GAME

Two cards of each image are required, which are displaced with the drawing  
facing down.

Children have to turn two cards over, if they are the same remove them from the game; 
if they are not turn the cards over and give the turn to the colleague.

DIALOGUE

T: Turn one card.

C1: It’s a nest.

T: Now find the pair.

C1: It’s a bee.

T: Are they the same or different?

C1: Different.

T: They are different, they are not the same. Turn the cards face down.

C1: Your turn C2.

C2: It’s a caterpillar. / It’s a caterpillar.

T: Are they the same or different?

C2: The same.

T: Take the cards and keep them with you.
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> SPRING FLASHCARDS
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> BINGO CARDS

The English teacher asked children if they would like to have a bingo game, where they 
would use the drawings they made. Children were interested and the teacher organized 
the drawings, so that they could fit in bingo cards.

Children brought from home plastic bottle lids to serve as bingo chips.

DIALOGUE

T: Ok, choose your card. Take six chips. Let’s count them: one, two, three… six.

C1: It’s a butterfly.

C2: I have a butterfly.

C1: It’s a rainbow

C3: Eu tenho o Rainbow.

T: Good C3. You have a rainbow.

…

C4: BINGO
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OUR SONGS

A PRIMAVERA CHEGOU

A primavera chegou,

Eu sei que ela chegou

Quem foi que isso te contou?

Quem foi que isso te contou?

As flores, as flores

Foram elas que me contaram

As flores, as flores

Foram elas que me contaram

A primavera chegou,

Eu sei que ela chegou

Quem foi que isso te contou?

Quem foi que isso te contou?

Os pássaros, os pássaros

Foram eles que me contaram

Os pássaros, os pássaros

Foram eles que me contaram

A primavera chegou,

Eu sei que ela chegou

Quem foi que isso te contou?

Quem foi que isso te contou?

Os gafanhotos, os gafanhotos

Foram eles que me contaram

Os gafanhotos, os gafanhotos

Foram eles que me contaram

A primavera chegou, 

Eu sei que ela chegou

Quem foi que isso te contou?

Quem foi que isso te contou?

As borboletas, as borboletas

Foram elas que me contaram

As borboletas, as borboletas

Foram elas que me contaram.

GIRASSOL

Se um girassol

Ao pôr-do-sol

Parece sorrir

Pois fica com certeza

Que a noite está para vir.

Olha o girassol

Diz adeus ao sol

Sorri tu também

A noite é bem bonita 

O girassol que o diga. 

Chega a noite e o luar

Chega a hora de descansar

Dorme em sossego

Que o dia já vai voltar.

GOSTO DE FLORES
I LIKE THE FLOWERS

Gosto de flores,

dos pássaros a voar

E das montanhas

e das ondas do mar

Gosto do pôr-do-sol

e gosto de cantar.

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

I like the flowers,

I like the butterflies,

I like the mountains,

I like the blue sky,

I like the ladybirds

flying in the air

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

Bumbalaré Bumbalaré

A PINK FLOWER 
(KIITOS ORIGINAL)

A pink flower

a yellow bee

Spring is coming

Would you like to see?

Green mountains

A big blue sky

It’s Spring

Look! It’s a butterfly…

BABY BUMBLEBEE

I’m bringing home a baby

bumblebee,

Won’t my mummy be so proud

of me,

I’m bringing home a baby

bumblebee,

Ouch! It stung me!

I’m squishing up the baby

bumblebee,

Won’t my mummy be so proud

of me,

I’m squishing up a baby

bumblebee,

Ooh! It’s yucky!

I’m wiping off the baby

bumblebee,

Won’t my mummy be so proud

of me,

I’m wiping off the baby

bumblebee,

Now my mummy won’t be mad

at me!
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CONCLUSION



The narratives presented in this book illustrate vividly the 
collaborative work between the teachers of the different 
pedagogic teams. These teams daily promote activities that 
enrich children’s lives and their learning process.

Through these narratives, we can witness a work being done 
with the child in the centre of the whole process, being an 
active participant either in the planning of the activities or in 
the execution and their assessment. These texts also show 
the way English is established throughout the day, in the 
different moments of a preschool classroom life. We can do it 
mainly in two different ways: in a formal way, especially during 
carpet time, or through informal situations, that occur during 
the day. By informal we do not mean not planned or without 
pedagogical intention. It means that it is not teacher centred 
time. It means English happens naturally, for example, when a 
child drops something and the teacher asks her to pick it up, 
or when a child goes to the bathroom and the teacher reminds 
her to flush the toilet. Being in the preschool classroom for 
around two hours everyday makes it possible to explore far 
more than the colours, or the numbers, or the seasons. Being 
with the group for such a long time during the week makes 
it possible to participate and foster project work, either in 
a form of a project that occurs over a long period of time, 
or in small project that occur over a week of work. Children 
gain not only vocabulary and structures related to the topic 
being explored, but also life skills that allow them to think, 
plan, execute and assess the work done. At a certain point 
in the process, it no longer matters if the code is the mother 
tongue or the second language, they are so deeply involved 
in the process that the only thing that matters is what they  
are developing.CONCLUSION
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At this point, we can tell the reader that we have come across 
with several benefits for writing narratives.

When writing a narrative we relive the whole process and by 
doing it we are already reflecting on what we did. By reflecting 
we are already assessing what we did and by doing that we 
come across with things that are good practices, things that 
can be improved next time and, for sure, things that we will 
not repeat because they have proven to not being a good 
practice at all.

Narratives have also the benefit of reminding children of the 
work that has been developed, when exposed on the walls 
of the classroom. It functions has a diary on the wall and by 
looking at it children relive the whole experience, remembering 
what was done, expressing what they miss the most, what else 
they could have done, what they liked the most or even what 
they liked the least. By doing it we are also fostering, in a very 
natural and informal way, critical thinking, communication 
and creativity.

For the teachers, these narratives are live summaries of what 
the group did so far. Live because if we put them on the walls 
of our classroom they will talk to us, reminding us what we 
did but also questioning us of what we could have done in 
a different way and if it would have been more profitable. 
Above all, these registers on the wall foster creativity and 
promote variety of activities and processes. However, they 
also represent a summary of the vocabulary and structures 
used, they represent the learning outcomes achieved with 
the project. For example, looking back at the narrative Are 
Dinosaurs like dragons? we can easily outline the vocabulary 
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and structures learnt. During this project children learnt about 
dinosaurs, namely scientific facts like size, colour, type of skin, 
type of food. They remembered vocabulary about colours, 
family and numbers. They also learnt about quantities and 
proportions. Indirectly, they learnt about English pronunciation 
and word collocation. We hope that by now the reader can 
see, like us, the benefits of writing narratives and involving 
children throughout the whole process.

Finally, with this book, we hope to have demonstrated clearly the 
work we have been doing in the several preschool classrooms 
of Ponte de Sor cluster. We hope to enlighten the benefits of 
this type of writing. We hope the reader enjoys reading these 
narratives. We invite you to try for yourself and dare to be 
marvelled by its power. 



COORDINATING ENTITY


